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Two black
boxes may
solve crash
mysteries

Harold Greentie
Tom Butler
please use ballot
ELECTING NEW LEADERSHIP ... Kentucky Baptists cast their ballots yester- announced the nominees — Harold Greenfield and Tom Butler — before mesday for a new president during their convention, held at the Regional Special sengers cast their votes (inset photo). Greenfield, former first vice-president
Events Center here. Out-going KBC president Jim McKinley (larger photo) of the KBC, won the election.

New KBC president wants to 'unify'
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
In what was supposed to be a closely contested election, Kentucky Baptists defied
expectations Tuesday by overwhelming
choosing the Rev. Harold Greenfield as the
new president of the Kentucky Baptist
Convention.
Greenfield, a retired director of missions
for the Caldwell-Lyons Baptist Association
who was serving as the convention's first
vice president, beat out former WPSD-TV
news anchor Tom Butler by a vote of 909651 taken Tuesday afternoon in Murray
State University's Regional Special Events
Center.
The election was expected to set up a
showdown between the more moderate

Mainstream Baptists of Kentucky, which
endorsed Greenfield as a candidate, and the
Kentucky Baptist Laymen's Network, which
picked Butler as its candidate.
Following the large margin of victory for
Greenfield, however, Butler said the best
thing for the two groups to do now is
attempt to work together for the betterment
of the KBC.
"(Greenfield and I) go back a long way,
and I want to pledge my support," said
Butler, who was a classmate and fraternity
brother of Greenfield's when the two attended Union University in Jackson, Tenn. "I
think it's in the best interests of Kentucky
Baptists to want to see Harold do well."
The' stance of Butler, a layman himself,
and the Kentucky Baptist Laymen's

Network was that the KBC should attempt
to establish closer ties with the Southern
Baptist Convention, something many
Baptists were against because they felt it
would violate the autonomy of local churches.
Even after the election, though, Butler
said it would still be the goal of the laymen's
network to strengthen the KBC's ties to the
Southern Baptist Convention.
"I want Kentucky Baptists to be Southern
Baptist," Butler said. "I don't want
Kentucky to end up like Texas(where Texas
Baptists split into two separate conven'dons). I hope Harold won't let it happen in
Kentucky."
While expressing his opinion that the
strong vote in his favor signified a unified

Another anthrax letter possible?
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
State Department prepared to pick
through three weeks' worth of
unopened mail, searching for an
anthrax-tainted letter they believe
passed through the department's
mail center but has yet to be discov-

ered.
It wasn't clear why that search
had not yet begun, given that health
officials long have suspected that an
undiscovered letter was almost certainly to blame for a State
Department mail handler becoming

infected with the inhalation anthrax.
This rare and dangerous form of the
disease requires contact with a substantial number of spores.
State Department officials said

II See Page 2A

curve and ran off the highway. The report states that the
vehicle went up a small embankment, became airborne,
dropped and struck a tree in the left front area of the
vehicle.
The release stated Lewis sustained massive chest and
neck injuries. Murray Fire Department was called to

•See Page 2A
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Calloway County
Judge -Executive
Larry Elkins (left)
newlyswears in
appointed Calloway
Coroner
County
Michael Garland (cenas
Tuesday
ter)
wife,
Garland's
watches.
Michelle,
Formerly the county's
coroner,
deputy
Garland takes the
post vacated following the Nov. 7 death of
Duane Jones.

Hamlin man dies in Monday accident
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & limes
David B. Lewis of Hamlin, Ky., was apparently
killed on impact from a single-vehicle accident that
occurred on Highway 444 Monday evening.
According to a release from the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office, Lewis, 43, was traveling southwest on
444 toward New Concord, Ky., when he negotiated a

KENTUCKY AuPritr CONVENTION
convention, Greenfield said he hopes to
bring the laymen's network and Mainstream
Baptists closer together and foster an environment where the two will work together to
advance common Baptist goals.
"My hope is that I will be a unifying person," Greenfield said. "I want to be inclusive. I want people of all strips of Baptists to
be heard.
"The majority is going to be.right the
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NEW
YORK (AP) —
Investigators pored over both black
boxes recovered from American
Airlines Flight 587, hoping to
explain why the doomed plane
shook twice before breaking apart
over a neighborhood still grieving
for the victims of the World Trade
Center attacks.
The plane's cockpit voice
recorder indicates the pilots struggled for control during the first
moments after takeoff and encountered wake turbulence, which is
believed to have contributed to
other deadly airline crashes.
More clues may be learned following the Tuesday discovery of
the flight data recorder, which
tracks nearly 200 functions, including instruments and engine performance.
The chairwoman of the National
Transportation Safety Board,
Marion C. Blakey, described the
discovery as a "major breakthrough" in an investigation already
advancing at remarkable speed.
Officials said they do not know
what ripped the 25-foot-tall tail fm
off the fuselage cleanly, as if it had
been sliced by a knife. Experts say
the sudden loss of a jetliner's tail is
unprecedented in modern aviation.
So far, investigators said all
signs point to a catastrophic
mechanical problem and away from
a bomb or sabotage.
"We're not ruling anything out
until we have got our information
more fully developed than we do.
But everything says so far we're
looking at an accident site," Blakey
said.
All 260 people aboard were
killed when Flight 587 broke apart
and plunged into a Queens neighborhood after leaving nearby John
F. Kennedy International Airport.
Five more people were missing and
feared dead on the ground.
The Airbus A300 crashed into
the Rockaway Beach section of
Queens, another jolt of terror for a
community that lost scores of residents in the Sept. 11 trade center
attack. A number of homes were
destroyed.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani said
262 bodies had been recovered,
along with dozens of body parts.
George Black Jr., of the NTSB,
said investigators do not yet know
what caused the "airframe rattling
noise," but witnesses describe a
remarkably similar story.
"They saw the aircraft wobble ...
and saw pieces come from it and
then it went into a steep spiral and
dived into the ground." Black said
at an evening news conference.

Mostly Sunny

Tonight...
Mostly clear.
Thursday...
Mostly
sunny. Highs
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In-state
Baptist
seminary
alternative
planned

Deputies shot, one killed in
Jessamine County shootout
NICHOLASVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A deputy was killed and two others
were wounded in a shootout while serving a warrant Tuesday. The assailant
was killed by the deputies in the exchange of gunfire, police said.
litscamine Chnialy-Shariffirieputy Billy Walls,.28,of NicboLaviUe. w .
pionounced dead of a gunshot wound at 10:27 a.m. EST at the University of
Kentucky Hospital, according to the Fayette County coroner's office.
Sheriff's Capt. Chuck Morgan, 51, was in critical condition, while
Deputy Sammy Brown, 29, was in fair condition at UK hospital in
Lexington. Sheriff Joe Walker and Kentucky State Police identified the suspect as Phillip Walker.

Former Murray
pastor heading
BSK program

Faith, race mix with first black
president of Roman Catholic bishops
position as the voice of the United
States Conference of Catholic
Bishops on religious, social and
political issues.
"When the church addresses
racism, you have to maintain the
principle that it's a sin," said
Gregory, who won election to the
presidency at a conference meeting
Tuesday. "But even people who are
racist are God's children, and people
can change."

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bishop
Wilton Gregory, who is taking over
as the first black president of the
nation's Roman Catholic bishops,
will help lead an increasingly
diverse church as it works to provide
moral guidance on the war against
international terror.
Gregory, of Belleville, Ill., is a
powerful orator known for speaking
bluntly about prejudice. He said he
plans to continue to do so in his

Volunteers Support the
Murray-Calloway County Park
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CONVENTION CHOIR ... Under the direction of Murray First Baptist music director Mike Crook,
the Purchase Area Choir performed at the Kentucky Baptist Convention here Tuesday night.

• President ...
From Front
majority of the time. We want to
hear from the minority as well, but
the majority has the rule," he added.
Both men said
they were surprised the margin
of victory in the
election was so
large. At last
year's convention, the Rev. Jim
McKinley won
1,091-978 over a
Greenfield similar candidate
seeking closer
Southern Baptist ties.
Butler said the laymen's network
believed the location of this year's
convention, coupled with his recognition and reputation from his years
as a news anchor, would push its
candidate over the top this year.

05,

1,9

Greenfield, who said strengthening the focus on missions and evangelism and donating more time and
resources to higher education would
be two of his primary goals as president, said the fact that he will have
to work closely with various members of the laymen's network is "a
fact of life." He also said, though,
that both groups should focus on the
convention's goals, not on each
other's personal opinions.
"The reason we have problems is
we don't stay focused on missions
and evangelism," Greenfield said.
"Let's not forget the great scope of
things. What the world needs now is
Jesus, and we all agree on that.The KBC was to tackle another
tricky issue this (Wednesday) morning, as it was to hear a report from
the Baptist Faith and Message
Committee. Following that report,
the convention will vote on whether

"Let's not forget the great
scope of things. What the
world needs now is
Jesus, and we all agree
on that."
— The Rev. Harold
Greenfield
The 2001 Kentucky Baptist
Convention president

or not it will endorse the statement
as it is written.
Both Butler and Greenfield said
they support the committee's report
and expect the convention to support the statement. Greenfield said
he does expect some opposition to
the statement, though, from Baptists
in attendance.

• Accident ...
From Front
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extricate Lewis from his vehicle.
The accident is believed to have occurred at approximately 6:15 p.m.
Monday; however the sheriff's department report says the vehicle could not
be seen from the highway and was not discovered until Tuesday at approximately 10:30 a.m.

• Anthrax ...
From Front
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Tuesday that they became convinced that such a letter passed

a, the

through their Sterling, Va., mail
facility after anthrax was found in
eight spots there.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
With Kentucky Baptists increasingly choosing to go out of state for
their seminary training, an effort
headed by a former Murray pastor is
attempting to offer an in-state alternative to the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary.
The Rev. Greg Earwood, who
served as pastor of Murray's First
Baptist Church for 12 years, became
head of the Baptist Seminary of
Kentucky Sept. 1. While he is new
on the job, he said the new seminary
effort has been nearly five years in
the making.
"We're constructing a seminary
with the historic Baptist principles,"
said Earwood, who attended the
Kentucky Baptist Convention meeting in Murray Tuesday."We are preserving our great Baptist heritage."
Earwood said the primary reason
for beginning the new seminary,
which will not be funded by either
the Kentucky Baptist Association or
the Kentucky Baptist Convention,
was to try and keep Kentucky
Baptists from taking their religious
heritage outside of the state.
"Where in the past many (students) have gone to Southern
Seminary, the large majority at our
Baptist colleges, for example, are
now going other places," he said.
-Many of them are leaving the
state."
The seminary will also hopefully
serve as a matter of Convenience for
those wishing to remain close to
home, Earwood said.
"The typical theological student
across the country is 37 years old,
has family, has roots (and) does not
want to pack up and go somewhere
300 or 400 miles away to go to seminary," he said. "If they're not going
to Southern Seminary, we need to
offer something to meet that need."
Earwood has established an
office in Calvary Baptist Church in
Lexington. While the city has been
marked as the initial first-year site
for BSK, which will not begin offering classes until fall of next year, a
specific location will not be determined until January 2002.
Earwood said the BSK will likely
not function as a traditional campus,
since classes will probably be
offered at a variety of locations in
Louisville and Lexington by an
array of teachers, some of whom
have previously worked for the
Southern Seminary.
"Every day, we're finding people
who are offering various kinds of
resources and helps," Earwood said.
"We're working on faculty and student recruitment now."
Accreditation for BSK classes
will not be immediately available. A
seminary applies for membership in
the Association of Theological
Schools only after graduating its
first class. The process can then take
an additional two years, but accreditation is retroactive to degrees granted before that time.
Earwood said the intent of the
BSK is not to compete directly with
Southern Seminary, although that
could happen in the future. He also
said that while BSK is not directly
under the Southern Baptist umbrella,
it would have to work closely with
churches within that organization.
"Ninety-nine
percent
of
Kentucky Baptist churches belong to
the Southern Baptist Convention,"
he said. "While we are not a
Southern Baptist institution, we are
going to be working with students in
churches ... that are part of
Kentucky Baptist and Southern
Baptist."
While the BSK continues to garner support, Earwood said getting it
completely off the ground will still
take some work. The high number of
students that attend seminary, however, make the effort worth it, he
said.
"It's an exciting time and a challenging time to start something
new," he said. "Any time you build
something from the ground floor,
there's a lot of work tp do, but it's
exciting and energizing."
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Congressional
committee
OKs MSU
ag research
funding
WASHINGTON — U.S-.- Sen.
(R-Ky.)
McConnell
Mitch
that
a
announced
Friday
Conference
House/Senate
Committee approved his request for
$50,000 in funding for agricultural
rekarcti
at
Murray State
University.
The funding
is included in
the Agriculture
Appropriations
Conference
Report. It will
be used by
MSU' s
Breathitt
McConnell
Veterinary
Center to continue research on the effects of common agriculture chemicals on animals and plants.
McConnell, a senior member of
Agriculture
Senate
the
Appropriations Committee, also
announced that the committee
approved two tobacco provisions
which he offered as part of the
Senate Agriculture Appropriations
Conference Report.
that
provision
The first
McConnell included in the bill
directs the Secretary of Agriculture
to conduct a binding referendum
asking tobacco producers whether
or not they favor mandatory federal
grading of U.S.-grown tobacco.
The second eliminates the need
for tobacco farmers who participate
in the Conservation Reserve
Program to reconstitute their farms
in order to avoid a quota reduction.
This technical change will allow the
Farm Service Agency to maintain
cleaner records, reduce costs and
save time for both the USDA and
the farmer.
Another item approved by the
joint committee was McConnell's
request for $5 million in economic
assistance for dark tobacco. The
money will go to Tobacco Loss
Assistance Payments (TLAP) for
dark fire-cured and air-cured tobacco farmers.
Earlier this year, McConnell
included $129 million for Burley
and Flue-Cured tobacco growers in
the Agriculture Supplemental bill.
Over the past two years, McConnell
has secured more than $1.4 billion
in tobacco farmer assistance, with
over $700 million directly benefitting keritucky growers.
One final item approved was a
provision to help horse breeders
deal with foal losses due to Mare
Reproductive Loss Syndrome.
The Agricultural Appropriations
Conference Report now goes to the
House and Senate for final approval.
Once passed, the report will go to
president Bush for consideration.
MURRA Y

Artificial heart patient
suffers 'major setback'
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Bob
Tools, the first man to receive a selfcontained _artificial heart, implant,
has suffered a "majoir setback!' his
physicians announced Tuesday.
Jewish Hospital, where the landmark surgery was performed on July
2, issued a statement announcing the
setback but did not provide details.
According to the hospital statement,
Dr. Laman Gray said Tools' setback
"began with the onset of weakness
in the right side of his body."
The hospital said Gray and Dr.
Robert Dowling, the University of
Louisville surgeons who performed
the implant, would provide more
information at a news conference
Wednesday.
Dowling, reached at home by
telephone, declined to comment on
the hospital statement. Attempts to
reach Gray at home were not successful.
KOJI HARADA, Kyodo/AP Photo
A hospital spokeswoman, Linda
Northern
a
Alliance soldier sten- McGinity Jackson, said no further
tank
with
bicycles
past
a
of
Kabul
ride
...
Residents
ANEW DAY
ing on it in the Afghan capital today (Wednesday), a day after the Northern Alliance entered the information would be released prior
to the news conference.
capital after Taliban troops fled.
Tools is the first of five patients •
to receive the plastic-and-titanium
AbioCor device manufactured by

U.S. special forces now in
Kabul, southern Afghanistan

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
special forces are in southern
Afghanistan as the campaign
against the Taliban and al-Qaida terrorists moves into a much more difficult phase, top Pentagon officials
said.
"We're not done yet," said Air
Force Gen. Richard Myers, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
With the northern half of
Afghanistan controlled by the antiTaliban northern alliance, the focus
of the fighting now shifts to the
south, where U.S. forces have had a
much more difficult time drumming
up opposition to the Taliban.
The Taliban's spiritual center is
the southern city of Kandahar, and
its core support comes from the
area's majority Pashtun ethnic
group. Southern Afghanistan also
has forbidding mountains, deep
caves, underground bunkers and
scores of other hiding places.
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld on Tuesday raised the
possibility that leaders of the
Taliban or Osama bin Laden's alQaida terrorist network might flee
across the Afghan border into Iran to
the west or Pakistan to the south and
east.

He cited three possibilities, any
of which he said would lead to the
eventual demise of both groups:
"They can flee and reorganize in
the south, they can flee and melt
into the countryside, or they can
defect. If they reorganize in the
south, we're going to go get them. If
they go to ground, we will, as the
president said, root them out. And if
they decide to flee, I doubt that
they'll find peace wherever they
select."
A small number of U.S. special
forces troops are in southern
Afghanistan "doing things that are
helpful to our side and unhelpful to
the other side," Rumsfeld told a
Pentagon news briefing. He said the
U.S. forces in the south were not
working with anti-Taliban groups as
the ones in the north have.
Rumsfeld planned to travel to
New York today (Wednesday) to
visit the World Trade Center ruins as
an illustration of why the United
States is fighting in Afghanistan.
Both Rumsfeld and Myers said
increased airstrikes on Taliban
forces, made more accurate with the
help of U.S. forces with the northern
alliance, were one key to the
alliance's quick takeover of a large

of
swath
Afghanistan.
The opposition
forces poured
into Kabul after
Taliban forces
beat a hasty
retreat.
President
Bush had urged
Rumsfeld
the alliance not
to enter Kabul
out of fears that an alliance takeover
would interfere with plans for a
multiethnic coalition government to
replace the Taliban. Alliance and
U.S. military officials said a small
number of opposition troops entered
Kabul to keep the city from
descending into chaos.

DIABETICS

WKMS will air interview, call-in
show with Russian Pres. Putin
NPR® member station WKMS will broadcast an historic interview with
Russia's President Vladimir Putin Thursday, Nov. 15, from 7-9 p.m., in
which the president will take questions directly from the American people.
Robert Siegel, host of "All Things Considered," will moderate the only
interview President Putin has granted during his visit to the United States.
Titled, "Special Report from NRP News," the program can be heard
locally on WKMS 91.3 FM,as well as 99.5 FM Paris, Tenn.
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native of Murray, Dr. Johnny W. Williams diagnoses and treats all forms of
eye disease as well as performing cataract and laser surgery. Dr. Williams
graduated from Murray High School in 1971 and from Murray State University
- with a-B.S. in.1975.
Dr. Williams received his MD in 1989 from the University of Louisville. and
completed his residency in Ophthalmology at the University of Louisville
Department of Ophthalmology in 1993.
Dr. Williams is board certified by the American Board of Ophthalmology and a
fellow in the Academy of Ophthalmology. He is on active medical staff and will
be performing ophthalmologic surgical procedures at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Dr. Williams and his wife. Martha, reside in Murray and have one son. Zack who
is currently attending Belmont University in Nasvhille, Tennessee.
To schedule an appointment, call 1-800-272-9477.

Johnny Williams, M.D.
ophthalmologist
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AbioMed Inc. of Danvers, Mass.
Four other patients — in
Louisville, Houston, Los Angeles
--ta-ve rekeiVed
and Philadelphia- 2
the experimental device, which has
no wires or tubes protruding from
the chest. An external battery powers the device by passing electricity
through the skin.
Only Tools and Tom Christerson,
70, of Central City, Ky., have been
publicly identified.
Last week, Tools was feeling
well enough for an outing with the
Louisville mayor to promote dining
out. A fishing trip scheduled for the
next day was canceled, however,
though Tools' health was not cited
as a reason for the cancellation.
Doctors acknowledged last week
that Christerson had suffered setbacks, including a fever that reached
107 degrees.
But Gray, who attended the
restaurant outing last week, said
then that Tools had made -fabulous
progress" and would probably start
taking longer trips away from
Jewish Hospital.
Before receiving the artificial
heart, Tools was suffering from con-

753-1916

.

Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
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Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist

Some things never change
LOS
ANGELES,
— The world as we
have known ii since Sept. II has changed, perhaps
irrevocably, but some
things remain the same.
The `60s — that
decade of self indulgent
certainty in which many
of the spoiled young thought themselves
morally superior to their parents' generation
— live on, especially in California. The latest evidence came last week in a courtroom
that lacked only the songs of Peter, Paul and
Mary to complete the trip back to nostalgiaville.
Sara Jane Olson, aka Kathleen Soliah,
went into hiding and embraced a different
Tire--Widentity
ai
after she was Charged in
1976 with plotting to kill two police officers
by planting bombs under their cars. Arrested
in 4999 in St. Paul, Minn., Olson last week
plead guilty to two felony counts, shocking

many in the courtroom.
In a plea bargain, prosecutors agreed to
drop three other felony-charges which, like
the other charges, stemmed from Olson's
association with the Symbionese Liberation
Army. This radical group gained fame when
members kidnapped publishing heiress
Patricia Hearst, who eventually joined the
SLA. Hearst was pardoned this year by
President Clinton before he left office.
What recalled the '60s and the self-absolution of anyone acting in the name of its
skewed ideas about justice was that immediately after Olson's guilty plea, she emerged
from the courtroom and renounced her plea.
Olson promptly began to justify her acts,
while simultaneously not admitting to them.
First, there was her explanation about
leading guilty. It wasn't about her. ft was
about "the tenor of the times," as she put it.
She plead guilty, she said, because of the terrorist events of Sept. 11.-Olson didn't think
she could get an unbiased jury if she went to
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trial.
Prosecutors said they had an overwhelming amount of evidence that would have
convicted Olson at trial. She could have
faced a life sentence, but the guilty plea
makes it more likely she will only be sentenced to two five-year terms.
"I pleaded guilty to something for which
I'm not guilty," said Olson. She said the
recent terrorist attacks and pro-government
mood in the country had persuaded her to
accept a deal from prosecutors she had
vowed never to accept. "I'm still the same
person I was then," she said, referring to her
days of political activism.
One of Olson's lawyers, Tony Serra,
engaged in legal hair-splitting: -She will
explain that she meant she is not guilty of
holding the -bOttibs and Ora-Ming them, but
that she is guilty of aiding and abetting. She
is factually innocent, but there was a legal
basis for her -guilt," he staled
Come again?

State Superior Court Judge Larry Paul Times. Bergmann says he was working in
Fidler called for a private meeting this week the Hollywood Patrol Division in 1975
with attorneys in the case to determine the when Olson and her friends were role-playnext course of action. The question for the ing revolutionaries.
meeting will be whether, in fact, Olson
"I worked with the officers who were tarunderstood her plea and, if so, what effect - geted by the bomb makers for no other reaif any - her subsequent comments should son than that they were two police officers
have on the plea bargain and her sentence.
out doing their job in the community to
Personal guilt is a concept that continues make it a better place."
to afflict many of Olson's generation.
Concerning Olson's plea, Bergmann
Oh, they felt guilty about a lot of things wrote: "Pleading guilty in a court of law
— but never about what they did. They saw means 'I did it.' Olson had the best attorthemselves as afflicted only with pristine neys, friends who raised the $1 million bail
motives that could tolerate, justify and in and the passing of 25 years to dull the memsome cases even promote violence and mur- ories of witnesses. She is guilty and still
der in order to advance a cause they viewed reuses to accept the responsibility for her
as holy (in a secular sense, of course, actions."
because their focal point of worship was the
Yes, whether making love or her own
unholy trinity of sex, drugs and roc-k—n kind- Ofivar, a %Os raditar never has to say
roll).
she's sorry. The judge should accept Olson's
Ronald Bergmann, deputy chief of the guilty plea, hand down the sentence required
LAPD, observed the courtroom farce and by law and declare the '60s over. Olson and
wrote a letter to the editor of the Los Angeles her attorneys are blowing in the wind.
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Emergency plan gets put to post 9/11 test
By CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP), — The
new way of responding to emergencies kicked in Monday and yielded
this quick determination: The old
way would mostly do.
Within minutes of the plane crash
in New York. senior White House.
military and law enforcement officials joined others in a conference
call to plot action. They are not the
normal squad called together for a
plane crash.
President Bush, handed a note
about the crash while at a national
security meeting, considered closing
America's air space, as happened
after the terforist hijackings on Sept..
II. It was soon judged sufficient to
put the blanket over New York airports alone.
Tom Ridge, the homeland security director, a position created
because of the terror attacks, learned
of the event from New York radio
personality Don Imus during a telephone interview. Ridge immediately
cut stopped the interview, then spent
the morning in the White House

Situation Room, working the
Responsibility for investigating
phones.
Monday's crash was assigned to the
But with early evidence pointing familiar authorities, with the
to an accidental cause for the crash National Transportation Safety
of the American Airlines jetliner, Board serving as the lead agency.
officials decided to have the White
"There is a routine functioning
House spokesman, An Fleischer, not here at the White House," Fleischer
Ridge, announce what the adminis- said,"a 24-hour Situation Room that
tration knew.
is manned by some very good
Aides did not want to raise the experts who have developed a long
level of alarm by having Ridge — history of monitoring events around
indelibly associated with the the world of all types."
response to the hijacking and
Bush reworked his schedule to
anthrax attacks — be the one to step stay on top of developments, putting
forward.
off a meeting with Russian and
Continuity of the nation's emer- American journalists the day before
gency response system was empha- Russian President Vladimir Putin
sized.oyer the extraordinary. meas- was to visit.
ures put in place since Sept.. —
The details of Pirtin'S trip, includsuch as the military patrols now con: ing a visit to Bush's Texas ranch,
stantly deployed over New York in remained unaffected.
case terrorists strike again.
Most federal employees were
A Pentagon official said, howev- home for the post-Veterans Day holer, that many jet fighters were sent iday. Had the crash been judged a
aloft at several bases across the terrorist attack and perhaps the harcountry Monday to defend the binger of more, sending them to
nation's air space, and patrols over safety would not have been the chalNew York were supplemented by lenge of two months ago when
additional fighters. The flights were departments were closed and streets
dropped after several hours.
were jammed with people trying to
get away.
A State Department counterterrorism
official said he was following
J O/VP Ftlik1
developments on TV from home and
had no phone communications with
his department.
The nation's .nuclear power
WALTER L. APPERSON
ALICE ROUSE
plants already were on a high state
Publisher Emeritus
Publisher
of alert, with National Guard troops
ERIC WALKER
supporting private security forces at
Managing Editor
plants in a half dozen states.
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
After the crash, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission advised
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
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By TOM RAUM
AP Writer

Missile shield
program has
many problems
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The fate
of
President Bush's
missile defense
plan may depend
more on money
and science than
on any deal with
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plant operators to stay at on high
alert but said there were no specific
threats, said commission spokesman
William Beecher.
But in New York, the crash in a
Queens neighborhood set off a wide
range of precautions. Bridges and
tunnels were temporarily closed
except to emergency vehicles, the
United Nations was partially locked
down and the Empire State Building
was evacuated.
Bush started work at 6:58 a.m.
Monday, speaking by telephone
with Chinese President Jiang Zemin.
He was reviewing the war on terrorism with his national security staff
when he got.the note at 9:25 a.m.
telling him about the 'crash,
Fleischer said.
Ridge immediately came into the
room and began a conference call
with Attorney General John
Ashcroft, FBI Director Robert
Mueller and Defense officials, as
well as the transportation and emergency advisers who would normally
be handling the response to a plane
crash.
Whatever the cause of the crash,
it placed another burden on a city
struggling to recover from the obliteration of the World Trade Center.
Joe Allbaugh, director of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency,
went quickly to New York.
"We're just being tested one
more time," Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani. said. "And we'll pass this
test, too."
Allbaugh had four urban searchand-rescue teams on standby in New
York.

Russia.
As Bush and Russian President
Vladimir Putin head for Bush's
ranch in central Texas to continue
their summit talks, the proposed
U.S. missile shield remains their
biggest source of dispute.
Even if they can reach an agreement, money and science shortcomings threaten to keep the program
stalled for years.
The technology to fulfill former
President Reagan's 1980s vision of
being able to blast enemy missiles
out of the sky — often likened to hitting bullets with other bullets —
remains unsure.
Congress, caught between a distressed economy and multibilliondollar demands for the war on terrorism, is showing second thoughts
about forking over what its analysts
say could amount to $60 billion over
the next 15 years.
Just last week, in fact, a House
Appropriations subcommittee recommended the cancellation of an
expensive infrared satellite radar
system that the Pentagon considers
an integral part of the missile
defense plan.
Even within the Bush administration, divisions persist between hardliners who want to ditch the 1972
Anti-Ballistic Missile treaty
which prohibits national missile
defenses — and moderates who
would,like it rewritten or replaced
with a new arms-control pact.
Bush wants the pact scrapped.
Putin contends it is a cornerstone of
strategic stability and should remain
in place.
"The position a Russia remains
unchanged," Putin said Tuesday at a
news conference with Bush at the
White House.
Still, Putin signaled flexibility,
saying he and Bush would "continue
dialogue and consultations" on the
subject at the Bush ranch in
Crawford, Texas.
The Bush administration wants to
move to the next phase of building a
limited national missile defense:
construction next spring at Fort
Greely, Alaska — near Fairbanks —
of five silos for interceptor missiles
and a command-and-control testing
center.
U.S. officials believe that Putin is
ready to agree to allow testing and
construction of the Alaska site to
proceed, but would oppose any
move toward deployment.

The ABM treaty does permit
some testing on missile defense systems.
The worst terrorist attack on
American soil came not from a warhead on a missile — but from
hijacked passenger airliners.
Missile-defense critics say that
reinforces their position-that money
spent on missile defense is wasted.
But defenders argued that the Sept.
11 attacks emphasized the vulnerability of the U.S. homeland, regardless of the source of the attack.
Kurt Campbell, of the private
Center
for
Strategic
and
International Studies, said it's too
early to say whether the terror
attacks will build — or lessen —
support for missile defense.
"More likely are significant
budget problems. We don't have the
money to do everything right now,"
he said.
Critics suggest missile-defense
construction will fuel a new arms
race while providing dubious protection for Americans. They claim
the Fort Greely project is mainly
designed to fulfill a Bush campaign
pledge to deploy a rudimentary system before the end of his first term.
"The science has not been shown
to be feasible," said Stephen Young
of the Union of Concerned
Scientists. In fact, Young suggested
that the program's well-documented
problems may have helped persuade
Putin that a missile-defense system
is not a near-term threat to Russia.
The Pentagon has had mixed
results so far on four interceptor
tests over the Pacific, with two failures and two successes since 1999.
The most recent success came in
July. A fifth test that had been scheduled for October was 'postponed
because of mechanical difficulties.
The administration is weighing
various options, all scaled-back versions of Reagan's original concept
of a space-based missile shield,
derided by Democrats as "Star
Wars."
Since Reagan's proposals for a
Strategic Defense Initiative, the
Pentagon has spent about $80 billion
on various missile-defense programs. But even proponents agree
deployment of an effective system
remains years away, perhaps 2007 at
the earliest.
Despite the costs and the obstacles, missile-defense, backer Rep.
Curt Weldon, R-Pa., a member of
House
Armed
Services
the
Committee, says the consequences
of not building such a system could
be huge.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom
Raum has covered national and
international affairs for The
Associated Pres. since 1971
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Deaths
Mrs. Ella Mae Darnall
Mrs. Ella Mae Darnall, 87, Highway 68, Benton, died
Tuesday, Nov. 13, 2001, at 12:20 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
A homemaker, she was a member of Sharpe Church of
Christ.
Her husband, Elbert Darnall, one son, Leroy Darnall,
-four sisters and three brothers all preceded her in death.
She was the daughter of the late Emmitt Nanney and
Rencelia (Renie) Sweet Nanney.
Survivors include one son, Marvin Darnall, Ashland
City, Tenn.; five grandchildren, Dennis Darnall, Mayfield,
Gary Darnall, Hardin, Marvin Darnall, Clarksville, Tenn.,
Darnall
Debbie Stephens, Metropolis, Ill., and Jeannie Lee,
Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Wilma Louise McIntosh, Paducah.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Joel Smith will officiate. Burial will follow in Sharpe
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

David Brian Lewis
David Brian Lewis, 43, Cranfield Lane, Hamlin, died Monday, Nov. 12,
2001, at 6 p.m. His death was from injuries sustained in an automobile accident.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Beula Charlene Williams
Mrs. Beula Charlene Williams, 86, Murray, formerly of Paris, Tenn., died
Sunday, Nov. 11, 2001, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired hostess for Paris Landing State Park and Old Oak Tree
Restaurants, she was a former employee of Salant & Salant, Paris. She was a
member of Point Pleasant Baptist Church.
Born July 25, 1915, at Kirksey in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Charlie Carson and Altie Robertson Carson. One son, Donald E.
Williams, one sister, Freda Graham, and three brothers, Fred, Loyd and Lenis
Carson, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Pat McCuiston and husband, Don,
Hanson, and Mrs. Anna Andress and husband, Ken, and Mrs. Fay Alton and
husband, Jimmy, all of Paris; two sons, Ronald Williams and wife, Nancy, and
Jerry Williams, all of Tampa, Ha.; one sister, Mrs. Margaret Wilkens,
Mayfield; one brother, Fray Carson and wife, Iva, Kirksey; 16 grandchildren;
23 great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Thursday at 11 a.m. at Williams Cemetery.
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.

Religion helps prevent
alcohol, drug abuse
NEW YORK (AP) - People
with religious faith are markedly
less likely to abuse alcohol and illegal drugs than non-believers, a
Columbia University research
report issued Wednesday says.
The report from the university's
National Center on Addiction and
Substance Abuse, found a greater
tendency to shun drugs and alcohol
both among people who attend worship regularly and among those who
personally consider religious belief
important- whether or not they are
regular worshippers.
Previous studies have claimed
that religion has beneficial effects in
mental health, physical health and
life expectancy.
Center vice president Susan
Foster, who directed the latest study,
said the report shows clear correlations but does not say faith is the
direct or only reason people avoid
alcohol and drug abuse.
"We need a lot more research to
understand the causes," she said.

Survey specifics:
-Adults who never attended
religious services were more than
five times likelier to have used illicit drugs other than marijuana, and
nearly seven times likelier to have
engaged in binge drinking, compared with those who worship
weekly.
-Adults who considered religion unimportant were more than
three times as likely to binge drink,
and almost four times as likely to
have used a drug besides marijuana,
than those who felt strongly that
religion is important(whether or not
they worship regularly).
-Among teens, those who never
attended worship were twice as likely to drink and smoke as those who
were regular worshippers.
-Teens who considered religion
unimportant were nearly three times
likelier to drink, to binge drink, and
to smoke; almost four times likelier
to use marijuana and seven times
likelier to use other illicit drugs.
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Mrs. Louise Potts Lashlee
Mrs. Louise Potts Lashlee, 84, New Johnsonville, Tenn., grandmother of
Mrs. Jennifer Hale of Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 10, 2001.
A retired real estate agent and tavern owner, she was a member of
Humphreys County Dulcimer Club and International Society of Poets. She
was a volunteer for American Red Cross and March of Dimes.
Her husband, Marvin Pitts Lashlee Sr., preceded her in death.
Survivors include one son, Marvin P. (Butch) Lashlee Jr., New
Johnsonville; one daughter, Mrs. Suzy McCoy and husband, Sam,Gotha, Fla.;
three grandchildren, Jennifer Leigh Lashlee Hale and husband, Roger, Murray,
Tracy Ann Lashlee Pierce and Samantha Ashlee McCoy; two great-grandchildren, Taylor Owen Hale and Lauren Elizabeth Hale, Murray.
Mrs. Lashlee had requested her body be donated for science.
A memorial service will be Friday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Luff Bowen
Funeral Home, 104 Fast Main St., Waverly,Tenn. The Rev. Gary McEwen and
the Rev. A.J. Northcut will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 1 to 3 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Louise Lashlee Memorial
Scholarship Fund, do First Bank, 416 West Main St., Waverly, TN 37185.

Jerry Lynn Clark
The funeral for Jerry Lynn Clark will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Bob Wiley will officiate. Burial
will follow in Benton Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Mr. Clark, 59, Sunset Drive, Benton. died Saturday. Nov. 10,2001, at Andy
Anderson Hospital, Houston, Texas.
He was a retired tire trimmer from General Tire, Mayfield. His first wife,
Peggy Clark, and his mother, Wiladean Comber Clark, both preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Patricia Clark; one daughter, Mrs. Kim
Holmes, two sons, Darrell Clark and Ron Clark, and his father, Floyd (Buster)
Clark, all of Benton; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Michelle Ball, Henderson; one
stepson, Stephen Gray, Providence; three sisters, Mrs. Carol Capps, Calvert
City. and Mrs. Vicki Newcomb and Mrs. Susan Vaughn, both of Benton; one
brother, Jeffrey Clark. Benton; 11 grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
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Graveside services for Ed Hamm will be today (Wednesday) at 2 p.m. at
Hicks Cemetery. The Rev. Dennis Norvell will officiate.
Visitation is now at Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Mr. Hamm, 89, Murray, died Monday, Nov. 12, 2001, at 3 p.m. at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
His wife, Hazel Hamm, to whom he had been married for 68 years, died
Nov. 6, 2001. Born Jan. 15, 1912, in Henderson County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Benjamin Franklin Hamm and Haughty Brown Hamm.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Mildred Cash and husband, Max
Earl, Jackson, Tenn., Mrs. Shirley Staples, Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Gail Elliott
Wren and husband, Roger, Hollow Rock, Tenn.; 12 grandchildren; 16 greatgrandchildren; five great-great-grandchildren.
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O'Donnell-Hill wedding
scheduled for Jan. 12

Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
Congratulations to Sharon Bybee for being
named as one of the persons honored by WPSDTV Newschannel 6 for being selected as one of
seven in the Make A Difference program this
year.
Bybee has for the past 10 years been in
charge of the clothing exchange at the National Guard Armory for the Calloway County Family Resource Fair held each year. She takes her vacation days
from Wal-Mart to help with this special project each year.
She was nominated for this special award by Donna Herndon,
executive director of the Calloway County Family Resource Center. In Bybee's honor, the television station will donate $500 to
the Santa Project of the Calloway County Family Resource Center.

Mr.and Mrs. Steven Zea of Mur- Arvin Hill, all of Murray.
ray and Michael O'Donnell of
The bride-elect, a graduate of
Princeton announce the engagement Calloway County High School, is
and approaching marriage of their employed at the Murray Ledger
daughter, Hope Michell O'Don- & Times, Murray.
nell, to Jason Lane Hill, son of
The groom-elect, a graduate of
Barry and Kathy Hill of Murray. Calloway County High School, is
Miss O'Donnell is the grand- employed by Ward-Elkins Applidaughter of Mrs. Dorothy Teague ance and TV, Murray.
and the late R.B. Teague and of
The wedding will be Saturday,
Michael and Betty O'Donnell, all Jan. 12, 2002, at 4 p.m. at Marof Princeton.
tin's Chapel United Methodist
Mr. Hill is the grandson of the Church, Murray.
late Dallas and Mae Wrye and
All relatives and friends are
of Mrs. Nadine Hill and the late invited to attend.

Blood Drive at Curris Center

Second birthday celebrated
Hannah Lyn Derby celebrated Linda Shropshire and Gary Nance,
her second birthday with a party all of Murray, and Phil and Kay
at Pagliai's Pizza, Murray, on Sat- Derby of Hamlin.
urday, Oct. 13.
Her great-grandparents are Joe
"Bear in the Big Blue. House" and_ Kathleen Smith, Warren and
was the theme. Children were treat- Ginny Shropshire, and the late
ed to pizza and drinks. Cake was William and Mary Majors, all of
served to 35 local and out-of-town Murray; the late Paschall Nance
guests.
of Bell City; Vera Bassett and
Children attending were Chelsea Roy Mowell of New Concord; the
Bradshaw, Ashley Shropshire, late Gene Bassett of Villa Grove,
Olivia Rose and Morgan Adams, Ill.; Martha Derby and the late
all of Murray, Skylar Cox, Colton Donald Derby of Murdock, Ill.
Cox and Aiden Yarbrough, all of
New Concord, and Haylee Barry,
Morris, Ill.
•
Derby was born Oct. 13, 1999,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She is the daughter of Eric
and Tammie Derby.
Her grandparents are Jim and
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Home Department will meet
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
Nov. 15, at 11 a.m. for a potluck luncheon and fund-raising auction
with Kay Hays and Judy Stahler as auctioneers.--Hostesses-will -be Lynda Cooper, Virginia Thomson and Betty Jerge.

North fun night-Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Chad Michael Feagin

Puckett and Feagin
wedding vows said
Janeen Outland Puckett and Chad Michael Feagin, both of Murray,
were married Monday, Oct. 8, 2001, at Las Vegas, Nev.
The vows were said in a candlelight -ceremony.
They spent their honeymoon at Treasure Island Las Vegas.
The bride is the daughter of Kenny and Donna Outland of Murray and Gary and Fran Norwood of Bruceton, Tenn.
She is a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School and is
employed at Heights Finance, Murray.
The groom is the son of Roger and Suzanne Gibson of Dexter and
Daniel and Kathey Feagin of Kirksey.
He is a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High School and is
employed at McKeel Equipment, Murray.
The couple is currently residing in Almo with their two children,
Hayleigh Feagin and Dakota Feagin.

Eagle Scout badge to be awarded

Derby

What a great Holiday Open
House we had Sunday. Thanks
to everyone who came by and
joined us.
The store is packed with
merchandise, perfect for all
your special occasions and
great for all the gifts you will
need.
OK Kelley is synonymous
with unique and distinctive
items which you can always
rely on to be just what you are
looking for.
Our goal is to make each person who walks in our door feel
special and get the service and
quality they deserve.
We, at DK Kelley go out of
our way to make each and
every trip to ow store pleasant
and special for you.
New merchandise is arriving
daily. Lots of one-of-a-kind
jewelry, watches, handbags,
makeup bags, wine holders,
Christmas ornaments and
hand and body creams and
more.
With free alterations, free
gift wrapping, Santa wish
lists, and personal shoppers
available we are here to serve
you — the store with service
you can trust.
Friday's lunch door prize
was won by Laurie Rollins
who received-a package of our
One-Minute Manicure.
Our door prizes from our
Christmas Open House were
won by Jan Rayburn, Andrea
Mayer, Melanie Koehler and
Delores Rose.
The quote of the week: "The
great thing in this world is not
so much where we stand as in
what direction we are moving."
Join us for lunch Friday from
11-2 and check out all our
beautiful clothes and unique
gift items.
Stay tuned to next week's
Fun & Fashion report

A Red Cross Blood Drive, sponsored by Sigma Pi fraternity, will
be today, Wednesday, Nov. 14, and Thursday, Nov. 15, from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at Murray State University Curris Center dance lounge.

IF YOU NAVEAN
EVENT YOU'D LIKE TO
ANNOUNCE CALL US
AT153-1916

Boy Scout Troop 19 will hold
an Eagle Court of Honor for Darren Allen Turner on Sunday. Nov.
18, at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Lone Oak Baptist Church, 3601
Lone Oak Rd., Paducah.
Turner, son of Mike and-Barbara Turner of Paducah and grandson of Jean Bird of Murray, is a

POINSETTIA SALE!
Now thru
November 16th
Sponsored By The

Calloway County Homemakers
6-1/2 inch pot. $7.50(5-7 Blooms)
8-1/2 inch pot - $15.00
}
*A11 money must accompany orders unless for a business or a church.
Orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Stahkr by November 16th. Plants can be picked
up or delivered on November 29 at the First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall
To place order by phone contact Calloway County Extension Office
at 753-1452 or Judy Stahler at 753-7387

member of
Troop 19 of
the Shawnee
Trails Council, sponsored by the
1-1--e n d-ron
Fire Department.
He completed Cub
Scout ranks
from Tiger
through
Webelos II
and attained
the religious
Turner
award, God
and Me. He also earned the Arrow
of Light, has earned 26 merit badges
and was voted by his peers to the
Order of the Arrow, White Horse
Lodge.
Leadership positions include
senior patrol leader, assistant senior patrol leader and quartermaster. He is presently serving as
troop guide.
For his Eagle project, turner
supervised the construction of four
eight-foot picnic tables for the
McCracken County Youth Soccer
Association.
Turner, a freshman, 4.0 honor
student at Lone Oak High School,
is a member of the marching band.
He is also active at Lone Oak
First Baptist Church.
He completed the requirements
for Scouting's highest rank under
the leadership of scoutmasters Keith
Powers, Joseph Oktela, deceased,
and Phyllis Robertson.

North Elementary School PTO will have its family fun reading
night on Thursday, Nov. 15, at 6 p.m. A free spaghetti supper will
be served. A book sale will be in the library.

Hazel club meeting Thursday
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center.

Martin's Chapel plans bazaar
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church Christmas Bazaar will
be Saturday, Nov. 17, from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. Ham and sausage biscuits, crafts, baked goods, homemade jellies and candies, cookie walk
and white elephant table will be featured. Hot soup will be served
after 11 a.m. The church is located off Wiswell Road on Martin
Chapel Road.

Holiday food event Saturday
The holiday food bazaar by the South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will be Saturday, Nov. 17, from 9 a.m. to
noon at Calloway. County Public Library. The public is invited.

Habitat pancake breakfast planned
Calloway County affiliate of Habitat for Humanity will have its
annual pancake breakfast on Saturday, Nov. 17, from 7 to 11 a.m. at
Rudy's on the Murray courtsquare. Tickets are $4 and may be purchased at the door. All proceeds will remain in Calloway County.
Habitat will begin its ninth home in the spring of 2002.

YSA meeting Saturday
The YSA will meet Saturday. Nov. 17, at 5 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's.
The YSA will cover the cost of the board members' meals. Anyone
interested is invited to attend.

Fall Cleanup Saturday
The Murray Chaos 11 and under traveling baseball team will hold
a fall cleanup fundraiser Saturday, Nov. 17. Anyone wishing to have
their yard raked, etc., can call Timor Liz Anderson at 753-9661 to
set up a time. If nd one is home, please leave a message and your
call will be returned.

MHS Booster Club to meet
Murray High School Booster Club will meet today (Wednesday),
Nov. 14, at 5:30 p.m. in the high school cafeteria. All interested parents and guardians and members are urged to attend.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet today (Wednesday), Nov. 14, at 4 p.m. in the media
center. This is open to all interested persons.

East event Wednesday
East Elementary School PTA will meet at Mr. Gatti's. This day
(Wednesday) will be rebate night for the East PTA and persons are
urged to tell the cashier they represent East when placing their orders
at the restaurant.

Dream Factory will meet
Dream Factory will meet Thursday, Nov. 15, at 6 p.m. at AmenHost Inn, North 12th Street, Murray.

Poinsettia sales continue
Sales of poinsettias by Calloway County Homemakers will continue through Friday, Nov. 16. Delivery date will be Nov. 29 at First
Baptist church fellowship hall. To order a poinsettia see any Calloway
homemaker member or call Judy Stahler, 753-7387, or the extension
office, 753-1452.

Pre-Season Training!
Get in shape BEFORE the New Year!
Give us 30 minutes, 3 times
a week & you will see results!

Hardwood Floors, Hard to Beat Prices!
•100% hardwood - oak flooring
•Dura-Luster® Plus finish with
exceptional durability warranted for up
to 25-years in residential settings
•6 months same as cash
financing available

As Low As
sq ft
$269

You Can
be a Si7V

20
18
16
14
12
10

16
14
12
10

Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity

s

This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 300°.'.Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

6
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PAINT PLUS

Curves
®
for women

Hwy. 641 South • Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY •759-4979

"30-onnute fitness & weight loss centers"
'

tlrst ‘141tern.11,n/ ft 4, InIn 12 ci progro,

5.00%
(November,2001)

Fast, Fun Fitness
At....

Bruce

Owners — Paul Mytall & Sammy Tidwell

if you are
a size...

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

759-3400
1608 Hwy 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
Ad #99ANN006
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Birth
Rachel Leigh
Miller
Cary and Cathryn Miller of
Atlanta, Ga., are the parents of a
daughter, Rachel Leigh Miller, born
on Thursday, Oct. 4, 2001, at 2
a.m. at a hospital at Augusta, Ga.
The baby weighed six pounds
12 ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches.
Grandparents are Cary and Marilyn Miller of Murray, Jack and
Mary Beth Walker of Huntsville,
Ala., and Charlotte Walker of
Atlanta.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Eva
Hopkins and the late Robert Hopkins of Murray. A great-greatgrandmother is Mrs. Zeffie Woods
of Murray.

BAZAAR EVENT.. Several mothers from Eastwood Christian Academy are pictured displaying some of the items for the Christmas Bazaar to be Saturday, Nov. 17, from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the academy, located one mile east of Murray on Highway 94. Crafts,
baked goods, new and used items, gift certificates from various businesses, holiday hair
and manicure, will be available. A beans and cornbread luncheon will also be served
as well as cider and doughnuts throughout the day. For information call 753-7744.

Connor Lance
Potts
Mr. and Mrs. John Mark Potts
of 821 North 20th St., Murray,
are the parents of a son, Connor
Lance Potts, born on Thursday,
Oct. 25, 2001, at 9:39 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
eight ounces and measured 21 3/4
inches. The mother is the former
Amanda Gomez. A sister is Danielle
M. Potts.
Grandparents are Jamie and Jane
Potts of Kirksey and Manuel and
Adela Gomez of Clewiston, Fla.
Great-grandparents are Frances
Stubblefield of Murray and James
and Thelma Potts of Kirksey.

Jill Lowes and Mattew Allen

Lowes-Allen wedding
scheduled on Dec. 29
Mrs. Marilyn Lowes of Jackson, Mo., announces the engagement
and approaching marriage of her daughter, Jill Lowes, to Mattew
Allen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Allen of Tulsa, Okla.
Miss Lowes is the granddaughter of Mrs. Juanita Lowes of Jackson, Mo.
Mr. Allen is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. James Westervelt and
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Allen, all of Columbus, Kan.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Murray State University and
is a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority.
The groom-elect is a 1999 graduate of Oklahoma State University
and is employed by Great American Opportunities.
The wedding will be Saturday, Dec. 29, 2001, at 3 p.m. at St.
Paul Lutheran Church, Jackson, Mo.

congregation willing to donate
items is asked to call the Need
Line office at 753-6333.

Layaway Nowfor Christmas!
Holiday Wish List....Come Register!
Gift Certificates Always Fit!

rjreat Stocking Stoffers for the
Scrapbooker on yoor List!

TACO JOHN'S

I,
fChestnut Val!

CHIMI PLATTER

. 9
Includes rice & beans

Everything you need for the
holidays is at Pier 1 now!
So, come on! Get the spirit and celebrate the season
with fun, affordable finds from Murray's Pier 1 1
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
12058 CHESTNUT ST.• MURRAY, KY

e%64

+trate the

Murray State University American Humanics Student Association and the American Heart Association will sponsor a free informational fair for the "Great American Smoke Out & Alcohol and
Other Drugs Awareness Program"
on Thursday, Nov. 15, from 9:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on the second
floor of the Murray State University
Curris Center.
The fair will be to inform the
general public about the dangers
of tobacco use and the effect of
alcohol and other drugs on the
systems of the bodies.
For more information call Dr.
Roger Weis at 763-3808.

Comirag
soon
IN OUR
BACKYARD
winter
edition

Need Line to fill baskets
Need Line will fill Christmas
baskets for persons and families
in Murray and Calloway County,
according to Tonia Casey, assistant director. Applications will be
accepted Monday and Tuesday,
Nov. 19 and 20, from 10 1.m. to
4 p.m. at the Need Line office,
804 Story Ave., Murray. Additional food items are needed for
the baskets. Any organization or

Smoke Out
on Nov. 15

5

8

IMO

***-4101-40
Pier1 imports"
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*Norwalk® •Lane® •Hookèr® •Restonic® *Bassett®
*Broyhill® *Lexington® *Pulaski® *Howard Miller®
In Stock Merchandise Only. Excludes Previous Sales
Financing Available

CLOSED ALL DAY
WED., NOV. 14
TO PREPARE FOR
70th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION!
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CCHS honor roll
Calloway County High School
has released the honor roll for the
past nine weeks as follows:

NINTH GRADE
All As
Jessie A. Adams, Amber L.
Anderson, Sheila N. Chambers,
Andrew E. Clark, Bryan R. Coles,
Danielle E. Elkins, Kalyn A. Fox,
Jonathan D. Frederick, "Jessica A.
Garner, Elizabeth J. Hillard,
Natalie J. Lyons, Kevin Dale
Mayes, Calla G. Murdock, Kimberley
B. Myatt, Tia P. Myers, Carrie Pt
Radke, Ryan S. Stanger, Kelly
Taylor, Amanda J. Trites, Carl C
Williams and Nahyun Yoo.
Alt As and Bs
Rachel N. Barber, Ashley A
Bogard, Denisha R. Bridges, Elise
N. Brittain, Justin B Burkeen,
Rakeshia L. Burks, Aaren Cadd,
Amber M Cannon, Kayla R. Chambers, Chelsea E. Cleaver, Kayla
R. Cooper. Leah R. Darnall, Casey
Darnell,
Ashley B. Edwards, Kristin M.
Eldridge, Sarah E. Futrell, Leandra J. Hale, Jessi K. Hargrove,
Whitney D. Hendon, Brooke Henson, Christopher G. Hill, Robert K.
Irwin, Samuel L. Johnston, Lacey
B. Lamb, Emily S. Lasater,
Jessica D. Lassiter, Justin M.
Lewis, Hillary R. Lowe, Corey L.
McBee. Kara M. McColl, Danny
R. McCuiston, Jason T. McGehee,
ha L. Milgate, Chris M. Miller, Brit-

tany M. Morgan, David C. Morrison, Lauren R Nance, Irene C.
Norsworthy,
Austin G. Raspberry, Nancy E.
Robertson, Samuel R. Rogers,
Stacey J. Rotterman, Joe R Saddons, Logan T Schwettman, Kelly
L. Scott, Cory T. Smith, Jason A.
Smith, Krystal M. Thorn, Ryan C
Walls, Curtis A. Wolfe and Halee
T Wyatt
10TH GRADE
All As
Amanda L. Adams, Amy M
Anderson, Erica B. Anderson, Josh
L. Bybee, Whittany N. Chapman,
Wesley B. Claiborne, Kimberly J.
Dyer, Shona M. Edwards, Amanda M. Ferguson, Carl G. Harris,
Jonathan J. Holzapfel, Hillary
A. Hulse, Brandy K. Huynh, Lyndsi A. Keel, Kara L. Kelso, Marci
R. Little, James C. Locke, Andrea
Loveless, Meaghan R. Murdock,
Emily P. Perry. Jeremy S. Phillips,
Meagan M. Rogers, Julie R.
Rushing, Steven Michael Smith.
Brandon N. Steele, Nyssa Thongthal. Andrew B. Todd, Megan LeeAnn
Ware, Jay E. Wyatt and Josh S
Young.
All As and Bs
Kelly L. Arnold, Tyler S. Boggess,
Heather K. Borgarding, Sarah T.
Bowden, Sara G. Burkeen, Brittany N. Chapman, Kelly L. Chrisman, Tyler Collins, Jason L. Craig,
Derrick A. Dalton, Brook J. Deines,
Aimee M. Dial. Navid A. Djasse-

ADVERTISEMENT

Wrinkle Cream Success
Millions of Seniors and. "Baby Boomers'
are praising the exciting discovery' by famous
Pharmacist Robert Heldfond...his EB5 Facial
Cream...for the dreaded signs of wrinkles,
crow's feet. crepe y throat, "feather" lips, dry,
sensitive skin.
EB5 is 5 creams in one Jar... Wrinkle
Cream.. Throat Cream Firming Cream...
24-hr Moisturizer and Make-up Base. all
in one. One jar lasts for months and is sold
on a money-back guarantee and is
available at JCPenney. Phone toll free
1-800-929-8325 to learn more about all E135
formulas for younger looking skin! Or visit
online at www.eb5.com.

Robert Heldfond

L. Gorrell, Kimberly J. Gntfin, AshAmanda Downs, Brian R. Dn- lee Y. Gupton, Meagan N. Hall,
ver, Krystal M. Durst, John L. Field- Eric W. Hamilton, Ashley J. Haners, John L. Fisher, Grace C. non, Kayla D Henson, Trista G.
Fontano, Emily B. Futrell, Richard Hopkins, Clint W. Johnson,
W. Futrell, Brian L. Galloway, KimNathan S. Jones, Kendra Kear,
berly R. George, Jenny B. Gin- Ben T. Keller, Michelle Kirks, Britgles, Justin R. Hendrick, Kerry L. tany J. Lamb, Susan E. Lassiter,
Hopkins,
Jennifer L. Mattson, Amy M McKLansa L. Hopkins, Robbie K. night, Brandi N. Melvin, Megan M.
Hopkins, Michelle D. Jarvis, Eric Miller, Rachel M. Moellenkamp,
W. Johnson, Drew Jonas, Eddie Matthew P. Morns,
M. Kobraei, Heather R. Kohr, BranChristopher A. Owen, Justin C.
don K. Lawrence, Corey E. Lee, Owen, Desiree L. Perkins, BreMason Lusk, Leslie M. Lynn, Kat- anne Perry, Latosha L. Phelps,
rina R. Mathis, Brian D. McCuis- Kila D. Phillips, Bobby D. Potts,
ton,
Felisha K. Prescott, Christopher L.
Danielle M. McMillen, Lee A. Rogers, Miranda Jewell Rudolph,
Miller, Courtney E. Murphy, Amber Kenneth E. Scott,
D. Nelson, Kenny D. Orr, Mark A.
Daphne E. Smith, Michael B.
Paschall, Danice C. Prescott, Stanger, Jason D. Stanley, James
Danielle N. Pridemore, Jordyn D. W. Stenberg, Nicole M. StephenRandolph, Brian G. Robertson, son, Kristin N. Strode, Alicia G.
Christopher N. Rowe, Greg L. Ryan, Suiter, April J. Thomason, Heidi
Taleatha S. Smith, Kathryn M. M. van Ameringen, John P. Wall
Stalls, Jamie L. Stinnett, Megan and Carley P. Williams.
E. Thweatt, Brian C. Tucker, Corey
12TH GRADE
L. Underhill, Courtney P. Walker,
All As
Kenna G. Walker, Justin G. Ward,
Jeremy B. Allbritten, Angel M.
Brandy L. Watkins, Trevor L. Webb, Armstrong, Landon Barrow, BritCorey White, Alicia A. Woods and tany Beane, Bnttney Bogard, RebecMichelle E. Young.
ca L. Boyd, Rebekah F. Burton,
11TH GRADE
Ashley D. Byerly, Mark ChamberAll As
lain, Paul R. Colwell, Casey CorBrent D. Burchett, Jami Leigh
nelison, Brian Couch,
Cole, Stephanie A. Craig, RebecJennie Crawford, Michael Curca M. Cripps, Tabatha M. Dube, tis, Tammy M. Dabbs, Elizabeth
Bryan T. Furches, Chelsie B. Gard- A. Dandeneau, Erin R. Dick, Jim
ner. Matthew G. Gingles, Kevin G. L. Donelson, Angela K. Duncan,
Johnson,
Anne-mane
Dunlap,
Mandy
Henry N. Kobraei, Mitchell L. Eldridge, Jessica Elkins, Dean
McClure, Chad L. Pritchett, Stacey Futrell, Aaron C. Godar,
Robertson, Kyle A. Starks, KimAmber R. Hill, Laura N. Holt,
berly R. Thompson, Eric K. Wern- S. Dustin Ladd, Stacey L. Lee, Haley
er and Mitchell E. Windsor.
Lynn, Heather R. Macha, Jessica
All As and Bs
R. Marvin, Ben McCoy, Amanda
Sharon R. Adams, Joanna E. N. McCuiston, Chelsie R. McCuisAnderson, Randall L. Argo, Christi- ton, Lauren M. McKendree, Shayna L. Barrett, Shavonne K. Bass, na R. Millizer, Brandon L. Morris,
Danielle L. Bell, Rebecca Esther
Tera R. Murdock, Nathan C.
Bernstein, Serena Michelle Brittain, Oliver, Tabitha A. Paschall, Ashley
Ben A. Brumley, Robert L. Brum- R. Peters, Aaron J. Pitman, Michael
ley, Jonathan T. Bucy,
E. Pritchard, Whitney L. Ragsdale,
Jimmy E. Bynum Jr., Lucas Megan L. Raspberry, Brinden D.
Carter, Amanda M. Causey, Ernie Ray, Meagan R. Rogers, Michelle
R. Chadwick, Mandy L. Couch, A. Rowland-barnard,
Amanda N. D'Angelo, Stephanie
Todd C. Sexton, Ashley S. Smith,
M. Dambra, Robin R. Dawson, Kacee Stonecipher, Bridget M.
Chase J. Duncan, Jessica R. Dun- Swatzell, Sandra Thompson, Stacey
can, Sara A. Duncan, Maquel S. J. Thorn, David J. Timmons, JenDunnaway,
nifer A. Todd, Tamara L. Tucker,
Daniel D. Dycus, Lindsey T. ElliBrittany K. Vaughn, Benjamin S.
son, John D. Galloway, Stephanie Williams, Amanda N. Winston and
Adam M. Yezerski.
All As and Bs
Brian C. Asher, Sammie N. Beal,
Jennifer D. Birdsong, Carla M.
Black, Kayle J. Braddock, Brandy
N. Bradford, Tara L. Brooks, Jacob
Caddas, Darek W. Casper, Cortland L. Catlett, Jamie M. Childress,
Ronald L,. Coleman, Miranda D.
Conner,
Jennifer L. Cooney, Tiffany Cunningham, Candice R. Darden,
Dessie M. Davis, Brandon Dick,
Joseph T. Dillon, Matthew R. Duke,
Tara Evans, Ashley N. Futrell, Justin
Gibbs, Adam M. Glisson, Jim D.
Hamblin, Justin K. Hicks, Alli L.
Hillard,
Joseph F. Hobbs, Valarie L.
Hopkins, Ashley B. Hulse, Ashley
A. Iglesias, Shanna Kelso, Jamie
Key, Dong Myung Kim, Clay S.
Lamb, Nikki R. Lamb, Kady Lyons,
Julia D. McCarty, Alicia R. Medina, Daysha L. Milby, Kary L. Morgan,
All J. Musser, Brent A. NorWide Band
sworthy, Will T. Norsworthy, Robert
Diamond
E. Nowak Jr., Jennifer R. Oliver,
Cluster
Noelle Olsen, Jessica S. Ottway,
1/4 CARAT*
Daisy L. Pace, Amberly K. Paschall,
Robert L. Patterson, Jacob Payne,
Justin D. Phillips, Dustin B. Rogers,
Steven D. Sanders, Jessica L.
- .....
Scott, Stephanie Spann, Amanda
B. Stone, Chase Stone, Clint Stone,
Sanchez M. Stubblefield, Joshua
S. Sykes, Dominique R. Taylor,
Charles A. Waynick, Bethany A.
Westbay, Gregory A. Wilson and
Eliza M. Withee-West.

Michelson Jewelers - Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
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SAVE STOREWIDE! Save like Never Before!
Dear Friends,

lit

After 95 years in the
jewelry business, early
next year we will introduce a new
concept in fine jewlery shopping to
this market. '
To prepare for this important
change, we must totally liquidate
our inventory - a complete sell-out
at savings up to 60% OFF
ewide
You'll save like never before - just
in time for your holiday giving!
Shop now for the best selection.
Sincerely,
Louis Michelson
PS. This Event LN.Q1 In Paducah at our
KY Oaks Mall Location

199

It's
A Wall-to-Wall Sell-Out! Nothing Held Back!
Here's Only A Few
Examples of the Hundreds of Values in Time for the Holidays!

SPOOK WALK...Friends at New Beginnings Preschool recently participated in a "Spook Walk” for Cystic Fibrosis. Pictured, front to back, are Houston Billington, Nicolas Greenwell, Jacob Greenwell, Laken Kelso and Layken Beard.

MHS students selected
for All-State Chorus
Three students from Murray ance of a section of the same anthem
High School have received notifi- and solo sight-reading.
cation of their selection for memBlack will perform with SATB
bership in the 2002 Kentucky Music (mixed) Chorus; Simmons with the
Educators Association High School SSAA (women's) Chorus; and
All-State Choruses.
Thompson with the TTBB (men's)
They are Megan Black, sopra- Chorus.
no II, sophomore, daughter of Dr.
Randall and Kimberly Black; Sarah
"This is a particularly high
Simmons, alto I, junior, daughter honor for these singers. Much of
of Jim and Murdena Simmons; their work has been outside of
and Jason Thompson, tenor I, sen- class time and during the interior, son of Gary and Lucretia cession and break weeks this past
Thompson.
fall," said Bradley Almquist, MHS
The annual in-service of the choir director.
KMEA will be Feb. 6-9, 2002, in
The director added "this is
Louisville. As part of the in-serv- Thompson's third year in the allice, the All-State Choirs rehearse state choir program and is a reflecwith internationally recognized tion of his consistent hard work
master teachers in preparation- for and commitment to the art of
a concert performance.
singing. Black and Simmons are
The singers are selected by in for some wonderful musical
audition from high schools through- experiences with some of the finest
out Kentucky. The audition includ- singers in the state and certainly
ed a quartet performance of"Come. some .of the finest conductor/cliLet's Rejoice," a solo perform- nicians anywhere."

Evening care preschool
serving all community
The Evening Care Preschool
and Primary Program at Murray
State University has expanded its
operation to include not only' the
children of MSU students, faculty and staff, but those of Murray
community members as well.
The primary purpose of the program is to provide a quality care
service that in turn allows parents
to attend classes at MSU to further their own education.
Slots each evening are reserved
for the children of Pell Grant
recipients. Other slots are available for students, faculty, staff and
the community to enroll their children on any night.
The program is located in the
Ruby Simpson Child Development
Center behind Waterfield Library
on the MSU campus. Operating

HI-EN
ERGY WEIGHT CONTROL
Our Program
guarantees 3 lbs. per week of weight loss!

Princess Cut
Diamond Solitaire
"BIG"
Diamond
Stud Earrings

1/2 CARAT
One Carat
90 121,1
SSAX1

1415 W. Main St.
(Next to Corvette Lanes)
EEI
Murray, KY

Channel Set
Anniversary Ban

Men's
Popular Kentucky
Diamond Cluster

White or Yellow Gold

ONE
CARAT*

9
Ref Sif100

All
Seiko
and ,
Citizen Watckies'
UP To

"BIG"
112 CARAT*
Ref SOW

Two

Bus. 270-753-6706
Fax 270-767-9816

•Highest Quality
Rating Possible

CARATS
Ref 31299

*3 Room Suite w/
Full Kitchen. 31- TV
with VCR & Jacuzzi

Popular
3 Diamond
Anniversary Ring

Ask About Our
Unbeatable
Fall Special

.King or Queen size
beds in all rooms

ofMURRAY

*Fax and Copy
Service Available

ALL ROOMS INCLUDE
Refrigerators, Microwaves. Coffeemakers.
Hairdryers. Phones w/Dataports
70 Channel Cable w/HBO
Free Deluxe Continental Breakfast

Relax In Our
Jacuzzi
Rooms

50L-1:*4-4.
STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD,INC.
Pro Rodeo Equipment, Western
Wear, Tack, Trailers, Nutrena Feed

Channel Set
No Prongs

JEWELERS
HI Si \I I I Ill IS
sm wig m. ci

One

to shoo &tad. Discount from teterem jot, .e
o made. see %tore tor detail.. trade-to, I„i,„1,,i

1842 State Line Rd W.
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gram accepts children between the
ages of two through eight, both
with and without disabilities.
The nightly program includes
educational activities, outdoor activities and homework assistance. The
director and the teachers are early
childhood majors. The cost per
evening is $10 which includes a
hot meal and a snack.
Students may qualify for the
Child Care Assistance Program
which provides tuition reimbursement for child care services. Students wishing to check on eligibility should call Lon Cole at 7531034.
The evening car program is funded by a grant from the U.S. Department of Education through the
"Child Care Access Means Parents in School" grand. The program is licensed by the state of
Kentucky as an evening care facility.
For more information call Connie Scarborough at 762-3899 or stop
by the center after 4 p.m., Monday througp Thursday, for applications.

Programs focus
on rituals, crafts
and traditions
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517 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

hours are 4:30 to 9:30 p.m., Monday through Thursday. The pro-
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GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Land
Between The Lakes National Recreation Area is celebrating the spirit of the holiday season by offering a variety of programs.
On Fri., Nov. 23, Woodlands
Nature Station provides a natural
twist on holiday crafts with Natural Holiday Decorations at 1:30
p.m., and Habitat Holiday Crafts
at 3 p.m.
The Homeplace will offer its popular Christmas in 1850 program Sat.,
Nov. 24, from 2-4 p.m. Join in
the celebration and sample traditional holiday foods prepared on
the woodstove.
The annual holiday show, 'Tis
the Season, will return to the Golden Pond Planetarium. The program
provides a look at religious and
cultural rituals from around the
world, and how the stars and planets have influenced these celebrations.For more information on these
or other programs, call LBL at
270-924-2020 or visit LBLs online calendar
of events at
www.lbl.org.
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Living on the edge
By KAREN ORLOFF KAPLAN
IRA BYOCK
(KRT)
Beth Liebich can't pinpoint the
day she officially became a caregiver.
Maybe it began in 1995 with her
mother's intestinal inflammation.
There were the twice-monthly doctor visits and extra trips to the pharmacy and the nearly hour commute
across town — from her home in
Clifton Park, N.Y., to Saratoga
Springs and back — to check on
Mom during the week. Things heated up when her father and father-inlaw each had cardiac valve replacement surgery in Boston within two
weeks of each other.
By 1998 she thought nothing of
dropping off her mother at the cardiologist's office, then swinging by to
pick up her father-in-law for his
ophthalmology
cardiology
or
appointment, making it back in time
to hear what Mom's heart doctor had
to say. In 2000, both her mother and
father died. So did her husband's
father. Now her mother-in-law is in
the late stages of Alzheimer's and
Parkinson's disease.
There is no job description for
caregivers, but the 25 million
Americans who provide care for elderly or critically ill family members
do everything from shopping for
groceries and medicines to bathing,
dressing, feeding, cleaning house,
and taking care of the family
finances.
As the population of older citizens grows dramatically — by the
year 2030 there will be 5.3 million
baby boomers who need long-term
care — many caregivers put their
own lives on hold to meet the needs
of ill loved ones.
Like Liebich, three-quarters of
family caregivers are women.
According to the National Alliance
of Caregivers and AARP, the average caregiver is a married woman in
her mid-40s, a high school graduate
who works full time and earns about
$35,000 a year. But caregivers can
be young, old, male, female,
employed or not working, members
of large families and small, of every
race, faith and denomination.
They're caring for ailing parents,
husbands or wives, and even children. And, according to Carol
Levine, an advocate for family caregivers, most "go it alone."
Nearly 83 percent have no paid
professional help, such as nurses,
physical therapists or social workers, and nearly 85 percent have no
other paid assistance, such as home
health aides.
Shirley Loflin, 66, knows what it
means to go it alone. When her 83year-old mother died in 1993 after a
long illness, Loflin was left to care
for both her ailing father and her
husband, Geddie, who suffered a
debilitating stroke.
"Geddie was close to retirement." Loflin said. "We were within
touching distance from our dreams
of traveling, playing with grandchildren, and finally having time just for
one another. Life was full and beautiful until the week before
Christmas, when it literally exploded.
"First, Mother died, leaving
Daddy alone and bewildered. He
couldn't stay by himself, so of
course we brought him to live with
us. We'd barely settled down to the
routine of life together when
Geddie, my sweet husband, had a
massive stroke, which left him
speechless and totally paralyzed on
the right side. Within minutes he
was reduced to a complete invalid
and all our lives changed forever."
Aside from her frantic care-giving duties, Loflin had to deal with
daily life and natural disasters in her
home in Americus, Ga. "One week,
our old furnace died, the plumbing
backed up, the city was in the midst
of a huge flood, a small tornado
whirled through our neighborhood
and ripped off shingles and tree
limbs. Debris was everywhere.
Geddie had his first seizure and, on
top of it all. Daddy was upset
because Geddie needed so much of
my time."
She got through it all, including
the death of her father last October,
but the experience shook her. "What
scares me most is that you never
know what will happen next. Life is
from minute to minute. It's living on
the edge."
Loflin and Liebich are among the
25 percent of caregivers in the
United States who tend to more than
one relative at a time. Even more
common is the "sandwich generation," the baby boomers who are
tending to their parents while still
raising their children.
Liebich, 4.6, falls into that category, too. A one-time manager at a
major national insurance company,
she embraced the role of full-time
wife and mother in 1993. She
always assumed that when her son
left for college, she would re-enter
the work force. The day her mother
and father-in-law both ended up in
different emergency departments,

she realized her career would stay
on the shelf a bit longer. But her
management skills were put to good
use in her new role. In the car
between stops she'd call the pharmacy to check on the latest prescription and check in with her son as he
returned home from high school.
She started carrying a Palm Pilot to
organize her parents' appointments
and medications.
-It was a lifesaver," she said. "I
have a bad back and I had literally
been carrying around many pounds
of records." It also was necessary,
she adds, because "otherwise the
doctors have no idea what each is
prescribing."
Despite her savvy, Liebich's family got caught in a bewildering
health-care maze, discovering that
insurance or Medicare regulations
frequently seemed to be at crosspurposes with quality of care. One
day, while her father was being
cared for at home, a private aide
took her father to the mall so he
could go for a "walk" — he could
only shuffle a few feet without stopping to catch his breath. A nurse
happened by the house while they
were gone. The brief walk meant he
was not strictly homebound and now
ineligible for Medicare home health
aides. The twice-weekly, half-hour
home visits by the nurse became
twice-weekly, two-hour trips to the
doctor for Beth and her father.
Caregiving at this level can take a
physical toll. While hurrying to get
her father situated in his new assisted-living apartment, Liebich broke
her back carrying a heavy carton.
After a week in bed, she underwent
six months of physical therapy and
still maintains a stringent strengthtraining program. Another time,
Liebich had an attack of chest pains
and it took a night in the hospital
and several tests to assure everyone
that it was strained muscles and
frayed nerves. The cost to the
health-care system of illness and
injury among caregivers is significant. A 1997 study by the National
Alliance for Caregiving and the
AARP found that 15 percent of all
caregivers and 31 percent of those
providing the highest levels of care
experienced significant physical and
emotional stress. In another study,
over a four-year period, caregivers
who reported the highest levels of
stress had a 63 percent higher risk of
dying than non-caregivers.
The financial picture isn't any
brighter. Many Americans simply
die poor, with the health care system
having absorbed all the money they
and their families have. According
to public opinion researchers Lake
Snell Perry, caring for an elderly relative ranks as one of the top financial worries for the 21st century, and
with good reason. With nursing

NOW
OPEN

homes costing more than $3,000 per
month, it doesn't take long for most
Americans to "spend down" to meet
Medicaid criteria for being officially
indigent. In a 1999 study funded by
Robert
the
Wood
Johnson
Foundation of patients with
advanced, incurable chronic illness,
29 percent of families reported losing most — or all — of their livelihood. Thirty-one percent lost most
or all of the family's life savings.
Social Security and pension benefits
overall, and out-of-pocket expenses
for the care of a single ill relative
averaged more than $19,000.
Asked to estimate the amount she
and her husband spent in caring for
their four parents over the past four
years, Liebich quickly ran through
the list: There were non-prescription
medications, wound dressings and
Attends (adult diapers), special
food, occasional "Medi-van" transportation to or from the hospital,
minor renovations to make the
homes safe — handrails in the cellar
and halls, elevated toilets, commodes, blood pressure cuffs, and,
toward the end, nursing aides from
the private duty service. Liebich
estimated the total to be in the range
of $75,000 to $100,000, maybe
more.
-Thank God, we had the means
to do it," she said. "I don't know
what other people do."
After her parents died, Liebich
faced sorting through their estate —
"the caregiver usually gets that
chore, too" — but barely had time to
face her grief. "The time to grieve
was virtually instantaneous," she
said. "When your mother dies on
Saturday, your father-in-law on the
very next Monday and your father
months later, your day-to-day workload gets cut by three-quarters, but
the grief is always with you."
Proximity had made Liebich the
obvious choice to be primary caregiver for their father and mother. But
her family pulled together and, she
says, in many ways she and her siblings have grown closer during this
time, a situation that's not always
the case. It was probably inevitable
that Liebich would become an
activist for the plight of caregivers.
Although she is still caring for her
mother-in-law, Liebich has begun
writing and speaking out on the
issue, intent on educating policy
makers, including legislators and the
private foundations that fund innovative health and social projects.
Despite the huge stress, many
take on caregiving voluntarily and
speak easily about its rewards. They
talk about the blessings of giving or

the growing self-confidence that
comes with mastering one difficult
task after another. Still others feel
the peace of mind that comes from
meeting the needs of someone they
love. And some learn more than they
thought possible.
"Care-giving has taught me many
lessons," said Shirley Loflin,
"among them, that it is more blessed
to give than receive." Describing the
"emotional vocabulary" of caregivers, clinical psychologist and
family therapist Barry J. Jacobs said,
"They revel in the chance to make a
crucial difference in others' lives.
Some see it as a means to give back
to loved ones who have cared for
them so well in the past. Others, taking a more explicitly spiritual view,
feel privileged to be the instruments
of God's love in conveying comfort
and hope. The sense of gratitude
these caregivers feel appears to
make them more resilient in the face
of the long years of demanding
work.
How caregivers respond to their
challenges depends on how well
they care for themselves. Shirley
describes it this way: "Yes, I have a
mountain of care-giving responsibilities, but my well-being is also
important. I began giving myself a
little priority."
Caregivers are finding more help
out there to do just that, ranging
from tips to deal with overwhelming
amounts of paperwork to respite
care that provides them with "time
off," to an array of Web sites containing strategies for coping.
Most important to Loflin is the
support provided by people just like
her.
"I craved having someone who
'had been there,' had experienced
what I was going through," said
Loflin. "In the quiet hours of the
night, in moments I can catch when
my men are asleep or occupied, I'm
on the Internet exchanging e-mails
with hundreds of other caregivers.
We provide huge amounts of support for one another, practical ideas
about how to do hard jobs, humor
and kindness. These exchanges
nourish me and let me nourish others."
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Attacks prompt Americans to
seek life insurance, security

By The Associated Press
It was neanng the end of September, and Kathleen Finckle stared at a
stack of bills. One oversized envelope stood out, seemed to glare at her
from the desk in her Manhattan bedroom. Before Sept. 11 that envelope.
filled with information on a life insurance policy, would have been
brushed aside for a look later on. Not any more. Not since the attacks on
her city's twin towers.
"It's like it was saying, 'You're a fool not to be buying me,"' said the
39-year-old homemaker. "It suddenly took priority over the bills."
In a country where terrorism is a household term, people seem to be
confronting an uncomfortable subject: their own mortality. Life insurance
associations as well as companies and agents across the country say the
sale of policies and queries for information have jumped since the terrorist attacks.
"I think a lot of people, prompted by the events of Sept. 11, are looking at their full financial situation," said Jack Dolan of the American
Council of Life Insurers. "We are in uncharted territory."
Quotesmith.com, which provides instant quotes for about 90 term life
insurance companies, found that for October it had a 48 percent increase
in coverage requests compared to August, the month before the bombings.
Monday's crash of American Airlines Flight 587 in New York will likely cause even more people to consider life insurance, Dolan said, even
though investigators believe the crash was an accident.
"What life insurance does is it helps people manage risk," Dolan said.
"And it's become all too clear that just plain old living can be risky business. 'What if?' is the question that many people are asking these days."
With that question comes some unheard of changes in the life insurance
business. It usually takes a sales pitch to get people even to consider life
insurance, since "people are reluctant to face up to their financial responsibility to their families," said Joseph Belth, professor emeritus of insurance at Indiana University's Kelley School of Business.
But agents like Jeff Rieser in Indianapolis are finding fewer procrastinators. "People are starting to call us more than us actually going out and
calling them," he said. "It's kind of turning the tables a little bit."
Also changing is the demographic of those interested in life insurance.
Rieser said he's been getting requests from men in their 20s and 30s. One,
who's single and works for an auto racing team. was about to travel to
Australia when he called.
And while some business insurance premiums may cost more since
Sept. 11, Dolan said life insurance functions differently and may wind up
costing less.
"The more people that are in the pool, the lower the cost," he said. "As
opposed to the traditional economics, where when there's high demand the
cost goes up, with life insurance it's sort of the other way around."
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EDITOR'S
NOTE—Karen
Orloff-Kaplan is the president and
chief
executive
officer
of
Partnership for Caring: America's
Voices for the Dying in Washington,
D.C. Dr. Ira Byock is director of the
Palliative Care Service in Missoula,
Mont., and is a research professor in
the department of philosophy at the
University of Montana.
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DMT Furniture
NOW IN MURRAY

S

New * Used * Consignment Furniture

Custom Made
0E10[3 Accessories
Come see our couches, chairs, bedroom suites.
Check out our great prices on new mattresses & box springs.

J. David Outland, M.D.

Now taking consignment merchandise & buying used furniture.
944 S. 12th St., Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.(Next to Murray Sewing Ctr.) 767-9100

Dermatologist
Announces the opening of
his practice at

Pooch or Feline Need A Trim?
Pet Grooming Service by Professional Groomer

Medical:km Building.Suite405E
300South Eighth Street
Murray,KY42071

PAULA CAMPBELL
By Appointment Only

(270)753-6749
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5

Foran appointment.call
(270)7594500

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Johnny Robertson Rd., South
www.westsidevet.com

11311€ AVM

native of Murray. Dermatologist .1. David Outland. M.D. diagnoses and.treats.diseases of
the skin. He specializes in all diseases of the skin. hair. nails, and skin cancer surgery. Dr.
Outland, a graduate of Murray nigh School. received his BS front Murray State University in
1993.
Dr. Outland received his MD from the University of Louisville. Louisville. Kentucky in 1997.
Ile completed an internship in internal medicine at the University of Louisville affiliated
hospitals in 1998 and a residency in dermatology at the University of Louisville Department
of Medicine this year.

Mexican Food and Deli Sandwiches
Mundav-Saturdav 11 a.m. Midnieht

NOW MEN SUNDAYS 11 AM-is FM
Corner of Arcadia Ac 1Ct11 St.
k
/
1
466.. (behind Cheri Theater)
27C-754-SSCC

A member of the American Medical Association. the Kentucky Medical Association. the
Kentucky Dermatological Association. the Southern Medical Association and the American
Academy of Dermatology, Dr. Outland is eligible to be board certified in October.

Ills office hours are Monday through Thursday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. To schedule an appointment.
call 270-759-4500.
.1. David Outland,
Dennatologist
Medical Arts Building, Suite 405E
300 South Eighth Street
Murray. KY 42071
(270)759-4500
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McGwire rejects talk
of possible comeback
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Mark McGwire said there's "zero" chance
he'll be like Michael Jordan and
come out of retirement.
In his first interview since retiring Sunday, McGwire told ESPN
that his mind is made up.
"Michael Jordan can control the
game," McGwire said Tuesday.
"Give me the ball. I'll do what I
want with it. When you're a power
hitter, you're not in control of
anything. There's absolutely no
way. Zero."
McGwire hit 583 home runs,
17 short of becoming only the fourth
player in major league history to
hit 600. Although he said his 400th
and 500th homers were special,
he doesn't want to chase numbers
for numbers sake.
"I am not going to stick around
the game to climb up the ladder,"
McGwire said. "I've never been like
that, I never will be like that."
McGwire felt he was just taking up roster space for the St.
Louis Cardinals, the way his career
wound down.
He missed most of the second
half of the 2000 season with an
injured right knee and only batted .187 with 29 homers in his
final year.

ers vote me in the first time with
Cal and Tony, that would be totally awesome."
McGwire said a combination of
factors led to his decision to walk
away from a $30 million, twoyear contract extension, including
the injuries.
"You can't say that it was the
season, you can't say it was the
injury, the surgery," McGwire said.
"My mind and body are worn out
from playing baseball since I was
12-years old.
"I'm done. I've always told
myself I'm not going to hang around
and just be another player."
McGwire had surgery to correct patella tendinitis after spending the second half of the 2000
MARK McGWIRE
season on the disabled list. He
"Heck, the last year-and-a-half lasted six games in 2001 before
I basically wasn't even in exis- going back on the DL, and never
felt right.
tence in baseball," McGwire said.
"The thought of rehabbing again
"I feel like I've been hanging
and going to spring training and
around."
hearing Tony's 45-minute disserThat said, McGwire feels he'll tation on bunt plays
is not appealbe a first-ballot Hall of Famer ing whatsoever," McGwire said.
along with Cal Ripken and Tony "You sit back and think about this
Gwynn in five years.
and you just go, 'I have no desire
"It's just something that comes to do that.' I am so ready to move
after you have a fantastic career," on with the second half of my
McGwire said. "And if the writ- life."

Cy Young goes to Unit
PHOENIX (AP) — Jerry Colangelo spent big
money on the Big Unit, and he couldn't be more
satisfied with the return on his investment.
In three years with the Arizona Diamondbacks,
Johnson has won three Cy Young Awards as the
best pitcher in the National
League.
More importantly to Johnson,
he won the World Series title
he chased for a decade or more.
'To win a World Series far
outweighs anything that an individual could accomplish." Johnson said Tuesday at what has
become an annual appearance on
Cy Young day at Bank One BallJOHNSON
park. "It's a team sport. Sure,
you can have great years and have individual
accomplislunents, MVPs and Golden Gloves and
things like that, but when the season's over, there's
only one team that's going to have a trophy.
"I've been playing baseball since I was 7 years
old, and this is what you play for."
At 38, Johnson shows no sign of easing up,
and the Diamondbacks' decision last March to
exercise the $12 million option on his contract
for the 2003 season now seems a no-brainer.
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"He just gets better every year," general manager Joe Garagiola Jr. said.
Johnson spent the last few days on vacation
with his wife, and he played golf with Mark
McGwire as the big slugger was deciding to retire
from the game.
He said he understands that McGwire made his
decision because of injuries and his inability to
perform at the high level he expects of himself.
Johnson, though, is at the top of his game.
"If I retire tomorrow, I would say that this
was probably, possibly, the best year I've put
together in my career," he said. "But seeing that
I'm not planning on retiring, I'd like to think that
there's always room for improvement."
Johnson, who has a total of four Cy Young
awards, received 30 of the 32 first-place votes
from baseball writers. The other two went to teammate Curt Schilling.
The pair formed the best lefty-righty combina-,
tion since Sandy Koufax and Don Drysdale, and
they shared the Most Valuable Player award in
the World Series.
Johnson erased his reputation as a postseason
flop with five consecutive victories in the playoffs, three of them against the three-time defending champion New York Yankees in the Series.
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Local hoops scene
should be exciting
It's
hard to
believe
that the
local basketball
season is
only days
away
from tipoff.
But if you're a good warmblooded American like myself,
it's pretty easy to make the
transition indoors when the
weather starts getting nasty
(which includes anything
below 50 degrees for myself).
Anyway, it should be another exciting season for all of
our local teams, beginning
with Saturday's openers at
Murray State when the Racers
face West Florida and the
Lady Racers battle Brescia.
Both squads should have
fairly easy openers, but that's
where the cakewalk ends.
After facing Colorado-Colorado Springs, the Racers hit
the road to face rival Western
Kentucky — whom many
experts say is a Top 25 program this season.
And if that wasn't enough,
you know the Hilltoppers will
be stoked considering last
year's 83-81 MSU win at the
Regional Special Events Center.
The other non-league affairs
are no picnic, either. The Racers could face a trio of Conference USA opponents.
Already on the schedule are
Alabama-Birmingham (Dec. 1)
and DePaul (Dec. 11).
Rick Pitino's Louisville Cardinals could be a third if
Murray gets past Virginia Tech
in the opening round of the
Jim Thorpe Tournament, scheduled at Freedom Hall on Dec.
7-8.
The pre-conference aslate
also includes a rare home-andhome series with TennesseeChattanooga. The Mocs visit
RSEC on Nov. 29 and then
host the Racers on Dec. 22.
Indiana State, Gardner-Webb
and rival Southern Illinois are

also on the docket.
On the women's side, MSU
will play in two tournaments
— the Islander Classic in Corpus Christi, Texas, and the
Hoosier Classic in Bloomington, Ind. The Lady Racers will
take on Texas A&M in Texas
and will face Northern Arizona
in the Hoosier Classic.
Other non-league games
include a Nov. 19 matchup
with Southeastern Conference
member Ole Miss, as well as
dates with Lipscomb, Wichita
State, Savannah State and
Gardner-Webb.
Surviving those gauntlets
without too many blemishes
will be a major accomplishment, to say the least.
The local prep seasons will
get underway at the end of
the month, and it promises to
be an exciting campaign for
all four squads as they each
seek Fourth District titles.
Reverting from form, I
won't offer any predictions in
this space — only to say that
it will be a fantastic season
on the hardwood. Good luck
to all our local teams. I hope
to see every one of you still
playing in March.
WHO'S NO. 1?: As the
2001-02 college basketball season gets underway, there's a
lot of debate — as there
always is — about who
should be ranked at the top of
the polls.
While I personally don't put
much stock in preseason polls,
it's really not much of a
stretch to pick Duke as the
No. 1 team in America.
Despite the loss of alleverything forward Shane Bat,tier, the defending champion
Blue Devils certainly have
enough to reach yet another
Final Four.
But they're not my choice!
Duke, Maryland, Kentucky
. and even Illinois are chic
picks by many forecasters to
wind up cutting down the nets
in March, but there's another
choice out there that maybe
some of you haven't though
of.

Say hello to the UCLA
Bruins!
Steve Lavin's crew has
been largely overlooked in the
national title scene since the
program brought home a
national title in 1995 under
former coach Jim Harrick.
Lavin has been chided for
some of his decisions at one
of the most storied programs
in the history of the game,
but the fact is he's a pretty
darn good coach.
And he has the horses to
make a national championship
run this year. You heard it
here first: UCLA, National
Champions!
WHO'S NO. 1?...PART
II: Is anybody more frustrated
with this BCS garbage than I
am? The whole thing is a
total joke.
When are we going to get
a playoff system to decide a
real national champion in college football?
The answer is probably
never because the game's hierarchy is making too much
money off the current system.
But there is one way to throw
a monkey wrench into the
Bowl Championship Series ...
here's hoping that everyone in
the Top 10 has at least one
loss apiece come early December.
What will the computer spit
out then?
NO MORE MAC: As
many of you were, I was saddened by Mark McGwire's
decision to retire from the
game of baseball earlier this
week.
I think I speak for all
baseball fans when I say that
we're all going to miss the
big redhead come April. In a
day of big-money contracts,
McGwire kept his salary and
the game in perspective. He
truly loves the game, and
that's a welcome respite from
some of today's spoiled millionaires.
He also knows when to call
it quits, unlike some athletes
— are you listening, Michael
Jordan?
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4hanksgiving at the Lake
All You Can Eat Buffet - $10.95 phi,drink & tar
Children ages 4-10 - $4.95 plu,di ink
Under ages 3 Eat Free
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Sports Editor
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Conference Center
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Sidelines

Serving Hours: 11 a.m. til 8 p.m.
MEATS
Roast Turkey • Chef Carved Round of Buffalo • Southern Fried Quail
• Fried Shrimp • Chef Carved Roast Beef • Seafood Alfredo
• Southern Fried Catfish • Chef Carved Ham

VEGETABLES
Cornbread Dressing w /Giblet Gravy • Creamed Potatoes • Creamed Corn
• Sweet Potato Casserole • Green Beans • Honey Glazed Carrots

SALADS
Crab Salad • Cole Slaw • Cranberry Salad • Ambrosia • Vegetable Salad
• Cherry Delight • Green Pea Salad • Cheese Block • Full Salad Bar
• Homebaked Breads

DESSERTS
Peach Cobbler • Sweet Potato Pie • Pecan Pie • Punch Bowl Cake • Sour Cream
Coconut Cake • Chocolate Cake • German Cheese Cake • Lemon Pie • Apple Pie
• Fresh Apple Cake • Sugar Free Pies
• and Assorted Homebaked Cookies.

RESERVATIONS
Reservations will be accepted for any size group at our Conference
Center. Please call 901-642-4311 for more information.

ort

Prince, Bogans return
for shot at national title
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — It
doesn't take Kentucky guard Keith
Bogans long to rattle off college
basketball's most devastating onetwo punch.
"No doubt, that would be
Tayshaun and me," Bogans says
before the question is complete.
"And as soon as the season starts,
we're going to show everybody."
Tayshaun is Tayshaun Prince,
preseason All-American and reigning Southeastern Conference player of the year. Together, the two
share a simple goal — bringing
an eighth national title home to
Kentucky.
"There's no question we have
the talent to challenge for a championship," said Prince, a 6-foot-9
senior who averaged 16.9 points,
6.5 rebounds and just under three
assists per game last season.
"We're solid outside and we've
got a lot of threats inside. It's
nice to have that kind of team to
come back to."
Popular culture is full of dynamic duos. Batman and Robin. Abbott
and Costello. Thelma and Louise.
Now, Prince and Bogans.
"In my opinion, Kentucky is
the best team in the country,"
Florida coach Billy Donovan said.
"They have great depth, size and
two players in Prince and Bogans
who really understand how to play."
Kentucky fans breathed a sigh
of relief — and SEC coaches certainly cursed to themselves —
when Prince and Bogans withdrew

KEITH BOGANS
their names from last summer's
NBA draft and returned to Lexington.
The pair combined to score 43
percent of the Wildcats' points last
season, making big shot after big
shot as the Wildcats advanced to
the East Regional semifinals of
the NCAA tournament.
A disappointing 80-76 tournament loss to USC, however, has
both Prince and Bogans looking
for redemption.
"It left a bad taste in all of
our mouths," said Bogans, a 6-5
junior who led the Wildcats in
scoring last year at 17 points per
game. "We know we didn't play
as well as we were capable of
playing against Southern Cal.
"With Tay and me back, we
feel like this is our time to win
a championship."

TAYSHAUN PRINCE
The two couldn't be any more
different on the court.
Prince is a lanky, laid-back California native with a sweet stroke
from the outside, a silky smooth
baby hook shot and a tendency
to lead by example.
Bogans is a more physical, fiery
leader likely to put his head down
and drive to the basket through
traffic like a fullback at the goal
line, or dribble around teammates
on the perimeter to create just
enough space to launch a 3-pointer.
"Keith's scoring mentality is
unbelievable," the soft-spoken
Prince said.
"When he gets hot, he's going
to hit from anywhere on the court.
Sometimes you really have to try
hard not to just get him the ball
and watch."
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"BONUS BUCKS"
HORSIN' AROUND...Whitney Bogard (left) and Shelby Lynn Stallins will be participating
in the Kentucky Junior Rodeo Saturday at 10 a.m. at the Expo Center in Murray, as
both will compete in the barrel racing, pole bending and goat tying events. Bogard, 5,
the daughter of Mickey and Penny Bogard and the granddaughter of Tommy and Luegene Bogard and Kenneth and Judy Downey, is in kindergarten at Robertson Elementary School. Stallins, 7, the daughter of Steve and Mary Stallins and the granddaughter of Billy and Debbie Walker and Tom and Flora Watkins, is a second-grader at
Robertson.

Fulmer says errors can help
Vols get ready for Kentucky
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Tennessee coach
Phillip Fulmer says last week's fourth quarter
against Memphis was a good lesson.
The sixth-ranked Volunteers are working to prevent the same mistakes that allowed the Tigers to
score three fourth-quarter touchdowns before they
visit Kentucky on Saturday.
Tennessee (7-1, 4-1 Southeastern Conference)
beat Memphis 49-28 but was ahead by 35 points
at the end of the third quarter.
"For three quarters we probably played as well
as we have all year on defense. We've worked
like heck to turn that negative into a positive,"
Fulmer said Tuesday in his weekly news conference. "I think in a lot of ways it's a blessing in
disguise for us as we get ready for this challenge
we have against Kentucky."
In the fourth quarter, Memphis quarterback Danny
Wimprine ran for a 1-yard touchdown and threw
passes of 25 and 10 yards for the final two scores.
Fulmer said those scores were a result of busted coverages and two technique mistakes that the
Vols had not made earlier in the game. He pointed to the secondary and linebackers, saying the

break downs were "things that just shouldn't hap.
pen to a team particularly when you
do them
right in the first half."
Fulmer concedes that opposing receivers are
going to make some catches with the Vols playing man-to-man coverage as much as they do.
"What you don't want is the guy running wideopen down the field. We had one or two of those.
We can do a lot better," he said.
The Vols will face another team Saturday that
likes to pass. Kentucky (2-7, 1-6), which hasn't
beaten Tennessee since 1984, averages 255.7 yards
in the air compared to 238.8 yards for the Vols.
The Wildcats passed for 453 yards against Vanderbilt in a 56-30 win last week.
The Vols will be challenged to pressure quarterback Jared Lorenzen before he can throw the
ball.
After Tennessee recorded a school-record 50
sacks last year, many of its opponents this year
have tried to pass sooner. The Vols have 21 sacks
so far this season.
"People are working like heck not to let us
sack them," Fulmer said.

Missouri tops Skyhawks 89-63
COLUMBIA, Mo.(AP) — Tennessee-Martin concentrated on
stopping Kareem Rush, and he
still scored 28 points.
The preseason All-America led
No. 8 Missouri to an 89-63 victory over Tennessee-Martin in the
first round of the inaugural
Guardians Classic Tuesday.
"Kareem had 28 and I thought
we did a good job on him,- Tennessee-Martin coach Bret Campbell said. "So I don't know what
would have happened if we didn't do a good job on him."
Arthur Johnson added 10
rebounds and four first-half blocked
shots for Missouri, which swatted
away seven shots in the first half
and 10 overall.
The Tigers will play Air Force,
which beat Yale 68-62, in the second round of the 16-team tournament on Wednesday night.
"I was pleased with a lot of
things we did and I'm pleased
we get a chance to play again
tomorrow," coach Quin Snyder
said. "We get to grow up really

fast."
Rush, who led the Big 12 with
a 21-point average last season,
was 8-for-15 from the field and
added three assists, six rebounds
and three blocked shots.
"My first game was what I
expected," Rush said. "We came
out with a defensive mindset and
I think we did what we set out
to do."
Johnson, who finished with five
blocks, set a school record with
65 as a freshman.
Missouri, ranked to begin the
season for the first time since
1995, put Tennessee-Martin away
with a 20-2 run midway through
the first half. Clarence Gilbert hit
three 3-pointers, one from about
5 feet beyond the arc, and Rush
had eight points in the run that
gave the Tigers a 31-10 lead with
seven minutes remaining.

Before that, Missouri had been
surprised by Tennessee-Martin's
defensive intensity.
"It kind of pushed us back, but
we came back strong," Rush said.
"We've got to be ready for that
because every team is going to come
after us like that."
Tennessee-Martin missed 19
straight shots during one stretch
and went 8:40 between baskets,
shooting 21.6 percent in the first
half and trailing 41-27. The lone
points in the run came on two
free throws by Jeremy Sargent.
Okechi Egbe, the Ohio Valley
Conference freshman of the year,
spent most of the game chasing
Rush and scored six points before
fouling out. Brian Foster was held
to two points on 1 -for-7 shooting
while Sargent had 13 points and
Ned Rolsma and Jair Peralta each
had 12.
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Be a responsible rider Riding an ATV is an exercise in responsibility—to yourself, to Others and to In i.• .
„cag,a
ra ,t..
For your safety, wear a helmet, eye protection, and protective clothing and never ride on paved surraces
(
c
in stunt riding Avoid excessive speeds, and be partirularly careful on difficult terrain And keep in rrund that richng doesn mix won dru Is or a ...nsol The Sporna.
300EX and 400 EX are recommended for highly expe lanced riders 16 years and ider The Sportrax 90 is recommended iur On'y',de, '2 yea, d ages and older
and riders younger than 16 years must be supervised by an adult Alt other Honda ATV models shown are recommended Only for riders '6 yea., and older Honda
recommends that all ATV riders take a training course and read their Owner 's manual thoroughly New ATV purchasers should rake aavantage ot tee ASt training and
completion incentives For safely or training information, see your Honda dealer or call the ASI at 1.800-887-2887 Whenever you l,fle ob road .0110. the 'TREAD
LIGHTLY" guid•lines, and always stay on established trails in approved areas Keep your riding areas clean. and respect the rights of Onners Never modify your
Silencer, spark arrestor or exhaust system Always obtain written permission before riding on private lands and obey all die ;ass and regulations g•-aernino
ridin4
areas PARENTS NEED TO CONSIDER THEIR YOUNGSTER'S AGE, SIZE. ABILITY AND MATURITY BEFORE ALLOWING THEM TO RIDE FOR FURTHER INF(DfZMATION. OBTAIN A COPY OF 'OFF-ROAD SAFETY TIPS' AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL HONDA DEALER OR CALL 800-905 5565 ALWAYS WEAR A HELSALT
EYE PROTECTION AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING. AND PLEASE RESPECT THE ENVIRONMENT OBEY THE LAW AND READY YOUROW
MA
,,,
:
N ::
IL4Eofin S,,,
THOROUGHLY Specifications programs prices and availability sublecl to change without notice Dealers set actual prtces.
•190 pvrchase neceSSary Need not
be present to win Drawing haid on September 22 -200, "Financing available to qualified customers subtect to credit approval from Corse., Bank
Card program at participating Honda dealers 'Promotional paymerg ettampies are for the first two years and.arebpsed on- li reduced rmernurn payment or
of the
original Credit plan balance and 12 99% APR with total amount financed hot to exceed Foreman S 85525. Foreman ES 5699 Rancher ES 4,4-54799 Rancher Aye
84699. Rancher ES $4150, Rancher $3995 Rubicon $6199 Total balante alter 24 months and on purchases other than initial offer during promotional Period are.
sublect to the increased Standard Program APR and rririmmarn monthly oarrient 2 5% of the cardinal credit plan balance rtnninnton paymenrs and ie. 75T, APR Star,
dard Program APR may vary 116 75% APR as of 8,011 Finance charges begin to accrue on date purchases posted fi3 account All transacSnns are rubieci to Irt. rm'rts
,
and conditions of the Cardholder agreement ''Financing available 10 qualified customers sublect to credit approval
CulTsel•cl Bar''
, Inc " Kis Honda Card
program at participating Honda dealers Promotional payment esampies are for the first two years and are based on a reduced ininmcm payment Of
01 ti
original credit plan balance and 12 99% APR with tot•I amount financed not to escead Rancher $4600 Rancher ES 54731 Ranche. aid 55256 Rancher ES 4.4
55400, Foreman S $6133 Foreman ES $6266. Rubicon 16800 Total Balance atter 24 months and on purchases other than mina, offer dur.ng promolionabbertod ern
subject to the increased Standard Program APR and minimum monthly payment 2 5% of the original credit plan balance minimum payrnents and 16 75°., APR
Standard Program APR may vary (16 75% APR as ur 8,01) Finance charges begin to accrue on dale purchases pust to acCOuril Ail Transactions are subleci to nle
mons and conditions of Cardholder agreement TNo down pitment does not "loud,lax. license and other fees ItSe', financing available flwOugn Amencan Noels
Finance Corporation upon approved credit Offers good ewl,01-t2/31 2001 Some restrictions apply See your participating Honda dealer for zomplete pr,grarn In
tail tttBonus Bucks offer good thrU 12:31,2001
tttBonus Bucks Can Only be uSed for purchases at the dealership and must be redeerne.1 an is,„
chase Offer has no cash value and is not transferable Customer may apply certificate to parts accessories riding gear or other purchase an•1
rns;
related sales tax See your Honda Dealer for complete program details Dealers set actual prices
FOttetrIbe Foreman
.Rancher' and Bondi
of Honda Motor Co . Ltd Winch offer does not include mounting hardware or ,istallation
Bonus Bucks Back 10c'
1 •••
•

The Insurance Center
of Murray

SportsBriefs

Calloway County Boys' Basketball
Little League signups will conclude
Saturday from 8-10 a.m at Calloway
County High School's Jeffrey Gymnasium
The league is for boys in grades
3-8 In the Calloway County School
District. The entry fee of $50 per player includes a league T-shirt, there will
be a discount for siblings
For more information, call the CCHS
basketball office at 762-7374 ext 109

$39
9

FOR THE FIRST TWO YEARS

Sponsored By:

Sean Ramsey poured in 39 points
and Justin West added 28 as the
Eastwood Christian Academy boys basketball team evened its record with
an 83-58 home win of Anchored Christian Academy of Symsonia Tuesday
The Warriors (2-2) received a double-double from Daniel Polichette (11
points, 12 rebounds, four steals) as
well as 10 rebounds, three assists and
three steals from Ramsey and nine
rebounds, four assists and four steals
from West in the rout_
Aaron Herndon pitched in four points
for ECA while Kendrick Hopson recorded five assists, tour rebounds and two
steals, Kris Andrus had four steals
and three rebounds and Erik Ramsey
dished out three assists.
Eastwood will return to action Tuesday when it tiDsts Grace Christian
Academy of Madisonville at 6 p m.
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Additional $300 OFF
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ABERNATHY'S
1704 W. Main, Union City, TN • 731-885-1792
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Discount Prices

Tennessee

J. 1114c4.4.,,r........

Indiana at Boston. 6 p m
Dallas at Clevelnd, 6 p m

at Washington, 6 p m
Philadelphia. 6 p m
Utah at Atlanta, 6.30 pm
Orlando at Phoenix, 7 p m
Chicago at L A Clippers, 930 p m
Toronto at Golden State, 9 30 P.m
Milwaukee

Charlotte at

Subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times
Call 270-753-1916
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Smoke cuts visibility to near zero in mountains
PIKE V 1LLE., Ky. (AP) —
Motorists are being urged to drive
with their headlights on, some
schools have closed and people with
breathing problems have been rushing to hospitals or staying indoors.
Smoke from forest fires is taking
its toll in southern Appalachia.
"We have thousands of acres burning and about 1,500 firefighters from
across the country working to get the
fires under control," said Gwen Holt,
-spokeswoman for the Kentucky
Division of Forestry. "It's placing lots
of people in danger. We're constantly
working to protect homes."
Across the region, the air hangs
heavy with the acrid smell of burning
wood from the largest outbreak of
wildfires in at least a decade.
"I don't go out there unless I have
to," said 84-year-old Elsie Carter,
who can hardly see the trees outside
her Pikeville home because of the
thick, gray haze. "It looks dangerous,
and it is dangerous if people breathe it
too long."
Wildfires — nearly all of them

intentionally set — have burned
across more than 150,000 acres of
Kentucky's
in
woodlands
Appalachian region so far this year.
:
That leads a Southern wildfire sea
son that's off to a fast start as weeks
of very little rain have coincided with
a fresh autumn fall of dry leaves. In
the past week alone,fires have burned
across 67,370 acres in Kentucky,
North Carolina, Tennessee, West
Virginia, Virginia and Georgia.
Smoke was so heavy outside
Shelby Valley High School in eastern
Kentucky that smoke alarms went off
inside, said Superintendent Frank
Welch, who called off classes at five
schools until the air clears.
Highlands Regional Medical
Center in Prestonsburg reported a
sharp increase in emergency room
visits.
"The smoke has become a health
threat," spokeswoman Kathy Rubado
said."The smoke seems to be bothering people who are already sick the
most."
So far, at least two deaths have

been linked to the tires, including a
motorist killed in a chain-reaction
crash Monday on a smoke-and-fogshrouded road south of Pikeville, and
a firefighter who died Saturday when
he was caught in a firestorm while
cutting a fireline in Tennessee.
A Kentucky pilot suffered minor
injuries on Monday, when his helicopter crashed while making water
drops on forest fires in the eastern
part of the state.
Although fires in the mostly hardwood forests of the Appalachians
generally aren't as big or destructive
as blazes in the West, some 96,600
acres of forest have burned in
Kentucky in the last two weeks alone.
The biggest fire, which was more
than 70 percent contained Tuesday,
had blackened nearly 3,100 acres in a
region outside Prestonsburg, according to the National Interagency Fire
Center in Boise, Idaho.
Kentucky forestry officials believe
about 80 percent of the wildfires in
the state were set by arsonists, but
they are at a loss to explain why.

RHONDA SIMPSON/AP Photo
MOUNTAIN FIRES ... Jesse Valderas, a firefighter with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
Alamo, Texas, uses a hose Monday to keep a forest fire away from Joann Roberts' home near
Virgle, Ky. Heavy smoke shrouded eastern Kentucky's mountaintops Monday as the area's worst
fire outbreak in a decade threatened to get worse, with no rain in sight for at least a week.

Profiting from misery

L...]LITUP

Man arrested for World Trade Center scam
CANTON, Ohio(AP) — A man
has been arrested for—accepting
donations from co-workers after
falsely telling them he had to raise
his sister's 7-year-old daughter
because the mother was killed in the
World Trade Center attacks.
Ronald Davis,49,turned himself
into police and faces a theft by
deception charge, said Canton
Police Chief Thomas W. Wyatt. If

The Weather Service says
we should expect a colder fall
than normal and most likely we will
have a colder winter than normal.
Please be advised that all our
customers should fill-up their
tanks now and keep them
full through the winter.

Co-workers and a union collectconvicted he could be sentenced to
ed- money and held fund-raisersup to a year in jail:
Davis' lawyer, Jeffrey Haupt, before learning the story was a
confirmed that his client made up hoax. The union gave Davis $1,100.
Police said some co-workers also
the story.
"Ron's troubled, and he's been to gave money directly to Davis, along
a psychiatrist," lawyer Jeffrey with toys and clothing for the child.
Nearly $6,000 more was raised
Haupt said Tuesday."He knows he's
done wrong, and he's willing to take but was withheld until a co-worker
whatever punishment they give could get confirmation about Davis'
him."
story through Canton police.

Canton
police
determined
through the New York City medical-examiner's office that no one with
the name that Davis gave as his sister's was listed having died or was
missing in the World Trade Center
disaster.
"I will try to get him to give the
money back and get him continued
mental health treatment," Haupt
said.

Chao recognizes student's help at ground zero

Calloway County Propane Gas, Inc.
3040 Hwy 94 East

Murray, Kentucky
753-8011 or 753-7485

nized Miller's efforts Tuesday at the ResCare Educational Management Corporation, which
Resource Center in Louisville.
operates the Whitney Young Job Corps Center in
"Because of young people like the Job Corps, Shelbyville, each donated an additional $5,000.
especially your courage, Kareem, we can all see
U.S. Rep. Anne Northup, R-Ky., and six Job
the sun today," Chao said. "May God bless you, Corps students representing Kentucky, New
and may God bless our country."
York, California and Puerto Rico joined Chao
Angel Figueroa, 18, also from the Bronx Job and Miller for the check presentation.
Corps, helped in search and rescue efforts with
Chao said the students heeded President
Miller but was not at the event Tuesday. Miller Bush's call to help children in Afghanistan with
and Figueroa were working at security booths their donation.
throughout the city with their school.
"As you have heard, the president has said the
Chao also accepted a $25,000 check for country is not at war with any country," she said.
America's Fund for Afghan Children. Job Corps "He has insisted that the Afghan children be
students from 11 states and Puerto Rico, raised helped because they are too victims of terror$15,000 for the fund. ResCare and the ism."

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)— After the first airliner crashed into the World Trade Center on
Sept. 11, Kareem Miller left his post at a security booth on Wall Street ahd arrived at what has
become known as "ground zero" just as the second plane hit.
The 19-year-old Miller saw the towers crumble as he assisted with efforts to keep people
away from the scene. The ResCare Bronx Job
Corps Academy student later helped people find
transportation ,to medical facilities and provided
basic first aid.
"Dust was so big you couldn't even see the
sun," Miller said in an interview Tuesday.
U.S. Secretary of Labor Elaine Chao recog-

Officials say post office tests negative
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Postal
officials said Tuesday that investigators found no evidence of anthrax at
Louisville's main postal distribution
center.
Louisville Postmaster Robert
Lochhead said he was told Tuesday
afternoon by the firm that tested the
site that there were no signs of anthrax

found in the over 70 samples taken last
week.
Half the samples were tested by the
private contractor and half by the state,
Loclfhead said.
Lochhead said he expects official
confirmation of the results later
Tuesday or Wednesday.
"All postal employees are being

informed as they report to work,"
Lochhead said."We will continue to be
vigilant with the handling of mail and
will continue to keep the mail safe."
The screening was part of nationwide testing of more than 200 mail
facilities.
Officials with the postal union originally lobbied for the testing.
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Poundstone jailed briefly for probation violation
she will successfully complete rehabilitation.
The treatment program alerted Kamins that
Poundstone suffered a relapse involving the use of
unprescribed drugs or medications, according to the
prosecutor.
Poundstone spokesman Alan Mayer said later that
roundstoite used a medic-anon that had been prescribed to her previously, but was not part of her rehabilitation. Mayer, however, said he did not know the
type of drug.
The judge said that even if the medication
Poundstone took was prescribed, she should have
notified the program.
He noted that within recent weeks her psychiatrist
decided to remove her from all medications including
antidepressants, and that there were subsequent

SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP) — Paula
Poundstone was briefly jailed Tuesday by a judge
because of a relapse during her treatment at a drug and
alcohol rehabilitation center where she was sent after
pleading no-contest to child endangerment.
The downcast comedian was taken out of the courtrootn in handcuffs after she-admitted violating probation, then was tnought back to court later in the day.
"You've been in for half a day and I always let people have a break on the first violation," Superior Court
Judge Bernard Kamins told her. But, he added, "To
me, this is a relapse rather than just a slip."
Prosecutor Gina Satriano said outside court that
Karnins' actions, were a common tactic in such cases.
Defense attorney Steven Cron said his client was
doing well before the violation and he was confident

reports she appeared more depressed and had
expressed sadness.
Kamins said he wanted to know why the psychiatrist decided to remove Poundstone from the medications if they were helping. The judge said she had
made great progress until Monday, when the violation
occurred.
"When I first saw you, you had anger," Kamins
said. "Your attitude seemed to have gotten a lot better.
You were doing great and you're going to do great
again."
He said he gave her a taste of jail because "I know
you wouldn't want to spend a couple of months back
there in a_ custody environment."
Poundstone, who has three adopted children and
had two foster children until her June 27 arrest was

originally charged with three counts of committing a
lewd act on a girl under age 14 and endangering two
other girls and two boys.
Poundstone's relationship to the children in the
case and the alleged actions were not released by prosecutors. Her attorney has said that in one instance witnesse% believed -she .appeared- iiihixicatect while driving with children.
She pleaded no-contest Sept. 12 to felony child
endangerment and misdemeanor inflicting injury on a
child. The lewd conduct charges were dropped.
Poundstone blamed drinking for some of her problems
but insisted there was no lewd conduct.
She was sentenced last month, to 180 days at the
Promises treatment center in Malibu, including 125
days she had already spent there.

Food stamp expansion being included in farm overhaul
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WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Congress is considering restoring
food stamps to thousands of legal
immigrants who were cut off from
benefits in the 1996 welfare overhaul.
Agriculture
The
Senate
Committee was expected Wednesday
to approve an expansion of the food
stamp program as part of a larger
revision of farm and nutrition policy.
The food-stamp provisions would
cost $6.2 billion over 10 years. A
more modest expansion included a
House-passed farm bill cost $3.6 billion and didn't include a restoration
of benefits to immigrants.
"Ten percent of U.S. households,
many with °children, still face -the
possibility that they will not have

enough food to eat. This is simply
unacceptable,"
said
Senate
Agriculture Committee Chairman
Tom Harkin, D-Iowa.
The legislation would immediately make all children of immigrants
eligible for food stamps, a provision
that was expected to add 60,000 kids
to the rolls. The measure also would
allow immigrants to qualify for benefits if they have worked in the country for at least four years, compared
with 10 years in current law.
Both the House and Senate bills
would allow all families leaving welfare to keep getting food stamps for
up to six months, a benefit intended
to ease low-income people into the
work force.
The Agriculture Department esti-

Wireless authority
to speak at MSU
YEHAW ... Mayor Freed Curd signs a proclamation declaring this week as Rodeo Week while Matt Thomas, Murray
State University Rodeo Club president, watches.

One of the country's authorities
on wireless telecommunications,
Michael Hegeman, will be at
Murray State University on
Thursday, Nov. 15., speaking at 6
p.m. on the current status and
future of wireless telecommunications.

mates that one in 10 American
households are going hungry or don't
have consistent access to adequate
food.
Food stamp rolls have fallen from
25.5 million in 1996, when Congress
overhauled the welfare system, to
17.6 million this year.
Part of the drop was due to the
1996 welfare law, which disqualified
immigrants4 and the strong economy
in the late 1990s, but many people
who are eligible for the benefits also
have dropped out of the program,
according to studies.
Some of those people have wot7rM
up at food banks. About 23 million
people received help this year
through the -America's-- Second
Harvest network of food banks, a 7.5

percent increase since 1997, according to a study released Wednesday by
the organization.
Nearly 70 percent of people
served by private organizations are
not enrolled in the federal program,
although most were poor enough to
be eligible, the study found. The
conducted
by
study
was
Mathematica Policy Research, an
independent research firm.
"The rise in the number of hungry
Americans over the past four years is
striking because it occurred even as
the wealthiest nation in the world
was emerging from one of the
strongest economic climates in
recent history," said Robert H.
Forney, president of Americals Second Harvest.

(Bridles ch

The owner and CEO of
Hegeman Consultants, based in
Atlanta, he will speak in the Curris
Center Theatre.
For additional information, contact the Center for telecommunications Systems Management at
MSU (762-3987).
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Hand transplant patient returns for checkup
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The nation's second recipient of a hand transplant, Jerry Fisher,
returned to Jewish Hospital for a routine checkup.
Fisher, a self-employed contractor in Jackson,
Mich., received the hand transplant in a 13-hour
surgery on Feb. 16 and 17.
Lead hand surgeon Warren C. Breidenbach
said in a statement Tuesday that nerve 'fibers in
Fisher's fingertips have began to grow.

"He has sensation in the fingertips, which
means regrowth of nerve fibers has taken place as
expected," Breidenbach said. "When tapped on
his fingertips, he has a tingling sensation. He also
has sensation in the palm and back of his hand."
Although Fisher's range of motion during his
checkup Monday was about the same as three
months ago-Breidenbach says, his movement is
much smoother and his forearm and wrist
motidns-travettnproved.-

In 1996, Fisher's left hand was amputated at
the wrist after an accident involving fireworks.
He's being monitored by a medical team set up at
the University of Michigan.
Darla Granger,a doctor who monitors Fisher's
drug therapy, said Fisher continues to experience
mild rejection, but it is controlled by medication.
Breidenbach has said that Fisher will continue
to gain strength and movement in his left hand for
up o five yeais following the surgery.

HOLIDAY HOURS:
M-F 9 a,m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m. -4 p.m.

94 East• Murray, KY
270-759-4408

13MWZ-936DEN Jeans

Young adults seek influence, run for public office
- HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) —
Richard Rabuck was less than a
year out of high school when he
seized an opportunity to apply his
enthusiasm for politics and government, becoming the youngest
member of his local school board.
Rabuck, 19, will be sworn in
next month as a member of the
Northern Lebanon School District
Board of Education, a rural district
about 25 miles east of Harrisburg.
"My biggest interest is just to
get in there and turn the education
system around," said Rabuck, who
is majoring in political science at
Penn State University's Reading

Thurmond
hospitalized,
continues
to work
COLUMBIA,S.C.(AP)— Sen.
Strom Thurmond, the nation's oldest and longest-serving senator, has
moved into a Washington hospital
to allow doctors to monitor his
health while he continues to work.
Thurmond, 98, moved over the
weekend from his Virginia town
house to the Walter Reed Army
Medical Center on the advice of his
doctor, according to a statement
from Thurmond's family.
spokesman,
Thurmond's
Rebecca Fleming, told The
(Columbia) State newspaper in
Wednesday's editions that the senator is not ill. Thurmond can
receive visitors at the hospital and
is free to come and go, she said.
The senator's office said the
move was temporary, but could not
say when he might leave the hospital. Thurmond continues to work
and vote in the Senate.
The Republican has become
increasingly frail in recent months.
Last month, he was treated
overnight at Walter Reed for dehydration after fainting in the Senate
chamber.

campus. "For the last couple of
years, test scores for the school
district were going down."
Statistics on how many public
officeholders are in their late teens
and early 20s are hard to come by.
But anecdotal evidence suggests
that more politically active young
people nationwide want to shape
public policy.
Jeffrey J. Dunkel, the 18-yearold mayor-elect of Mount Carbon,
was inspired to campaign in his
small town after studying its government in a school assignment
last year. He continued attending
town meetings and speaking up

about problems after the lesson
ended.
"When I started asking questions, they told me I'm only 18,
and there's a lot involved in local
government, and if I think I can do
a better job, then I should run for
office," he said.
Among the more visible freshman legislators in Ohio is state
Rep. Derrick Seaver. In November
2000, at age 18, he became the
youngest resident elected to the
state Legislature.
Seaver entered the race as a
high school senior with the encouragement of local Democratic Party

1-APPY Thankseiving:

officials after no other candidates
came forward in his district north
of Dayton. He beat his Republican
Kendall Jackson
challenger by 242 votes.
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Poundstone jailed b
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP) — Paula
Poundstone was briefly jailed Tuesday by a judge
because of a relapse during her treatment at a drug and
alcohol rehabilitation center where she was sent after
pleading no-contest to child endangerment.
The downcast comedian was taken out of the courtrootn in handcuffs after she admitted violating probation, then was trrought back to court later in the day.
"You've been in for half a day and I always let people have a break on the first violation," Superior Court
Judge Bernard Kamins told her. But, he added, "To
me, this is a relapse rather than just a slip."
Prosecutor Gina Satriano said outside court that
Kamins' actions, were a common tactic in such cases.
Defense attorney Steven Cron said his client was
doing well before the violation and he was confident

she will successfully complete reh
The treatment program ale
Poundstone suffered a relapse ir
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Poundstone spokesman Alan N
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Hand transplant patient rei
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— The nation's second recipient of a hand transplant, Jerry Fisher,
returned to Jewish Hospital for a routine checkup.
Fisher, a self-employed contractor in Jackson,
Mich., received the hand transplant in a 13-hour
surgery on Feb. 16 and 17.
Lead hand surgeon Warren C. Breidenbach
said in a statement Tuesday that nerve 'fibers in
Fisher's fingertips have began to grow.

"He has sensation in the fingertip!
means regrowth of nerve fibers has taken
expected," Breidenbach said. "When ta
his fingertips, he has a tingling sensation
has sensation in the palm and back of hi
Although Fisher's range of motion di
checkup Monday was about the same
months ago-Breidenbach says, his mov
much smoother and his forearm at
refotibrig-travelm-proved.-

Young adults seek influence, 7
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) Richard Rabuck was less than a
year out of high school when he
seized an opportunity to apply his
enthusiasm for politics and government, becoming the youngest
member of his local school board.
Rabuck, 19, will be sworn in
next month as a member of the
Northern Lebanon School District
Board of Education, a rural district
about 25 miles east of Harrisburg.
"My biggest interest is just to
get in there and turn the education
system around," said Rabuck, who
is majoring in political science at
Penn State University's Reading

Thurmond
hospitalized,
continues
to work
COLUMBIA,S.C.(AP)— Sen.
Strom Thurmond, the nation's oldest and longest-serving senator, has
moved into a Washington hospital
to allow doctors to monitor his
health while he continues to work.
Thurmond, 98, moved over the
weekend from his Virginia town
house to the Walter Reed Army
Medical Center on the advice of his
doctor, according to a statement
from Thurmond's family.
spokesman,
Thurmond's
Rebecca Fleming, told The
(Columbia) State newspaper in
Wednesday's editions that the senator is not ill. Thurmond can
receive visitors at the hospital and
is free to come and go, she said.
The senator's office said the
move was temporary, but could not
say when he might leave the hospital. Thurmond continues to work
and vote in the Senate.
The Republican has become
increasingly frail in recent months.
Last month, he was treated
overnight at Walter Reed for dehydration after fainting in the Senate
chamber.
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
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I/EATS

Clifty Farm Whole

$

Country Ham
Jumbo
39
Franks
Sliced Free

1

Lb.

$ 'I 39
I

Lb

U.S Choice Boneless Top

1/4 Sliced

Round Roast

Pork Loin

Pie
Crust
$ 1 99

$22?

48 oz

Sour
Cream

Wesson
Oil

2/$3
Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb
12 pk.

Kelloggs Raisin Bran 20 oz.,
Marshmallow Blast Froot Loops 14 oz.,
Kelloggs Frosted Mini Wheats19 oz.

4er
410

Best Yet

Flour

Sugar

Coke, Diet Coke,

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Sprite, Mr, Pibb
2 Liter

Stove Top

cfc,

Stuffing

$ 1 99

1/2 Liter 6 pk.

6 oz

69

$299

Gold Medal 5 Lb. & Zip Pk. 4.25 Lb.

Sprite

Cake Mix

1

2/$300

Prairie Farms

Del Monte All Varieties

Vegetables
11-15.25 oz,

$169
5 Lb

99c

1/2 gal,

Domino Powdered or

Brown Sugar

2 Lb.

Del Monte

Pineapple

$119

99°
594

16 oz.

994
79°
10 oz.99°

Cream

7 oz.

Milk

12-13oz.

$ 1 99

Marshmallows
Bakers Angel Flake

Cranberry Sauce

16 oz. 7
9C

Coconut

14 oz. $ 1 99

Parkay Squeeze, Spray, Tub & 1/4 Sticks 119
,

Libby

Pumpkin

15.25 oz.

Jet Puffed Marshmallow

Jet Puffed

Ocean Spray

2% Milk

49'

Carnation Evaporated

Paramount Sweet

Pickles

$

18-19.3 oz.

Order Your
Pit Baked Ham,
Turkeys, BBQ Shoulder &
Turkey Dinner
For Thanksgiving

4IN

q-P

Betty Crocker

Del Monte

Fruits

15 oz.

894
99°

15-15.25 oz.

Margarine

7

1 Lb.

So Dri

Paper Towels

c

Single Roll

394

520ROMPIIIJ MAIE
Owens Best
Honey Baked

Cajun or
_ernon Pepper

Owen's Best
Rotisserie

Owen's Best
Barbeque

Ham Pork Loin Chicken
Beef
$0199 $589 $389 $0129

Large
Stalk

Large
California

8 Lb. Bag
Florida Navel

Celery

Lemons

Oranges
$299

5/$1

10 Lb

Hot or Reg

Pimento
Cheese

Kentucky Gold

Kentucky Gold
Asst Varieties

Roast Beef Turkey Breast

Lt

Onions

0
39

Lb

Owens Best
Barbeque

Golden
Ripe

10 Lb Bag
Idaho

Ocean Spray
12 oz

3 Lb Bag
Red or Golden De

Ribs

Bananas

Potatoes
$ 1 99

Cranberries

Apples
$ 19

39 $ q99 $399 $A 59

$3

Medium
Yellow

Lt

3ws$1

1
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Drug dispenser saves time, maybe errors
WASHINGTON (AP) — It year-old's ear infection.
"I thought, 'This is crazy. ...
looks like a giant ATM machine,
Why
do we get our health care at
but instead of cash the contraption
at a Minneapolis pediatricians' of- two places?" Rosenblum said. "If
you went to a restaurant and the
fice spits out prescription drugs.,
No more treks to the drugstore waitress gave you an order slip and
for a 45-minute wait with a sick said, 'Now drive 2 miles away and
child: Just insert the prescription wait an hour for your food,' we
and a credit card, and out pops the wouldn't do it."
Americans have doubled premedicine.
InstyMeds is the first automated scription drug use since 1989, yet
prescription drug dispenser to hit a the number of pharmacists remains
doctor's office, the latest in a trend about the same. Drugstores report
toward computerizing prescriptions about 12,000 unfilled pharmacist
to cut not just drugstore lines but positions. That means fewer latenight, holiday or 24-hour pharmadangerous errors.
So far, InstyMeds is a pilot pro- cies — even some emergency
ject. But Minnesota's pharmacy rooms have closed outpatient pharregulators just approved its use macies — and longer lines.
Worse, prescription errors are
anywhere in the state, and the inventor hopes eventually to place blamed for 7,000 deaths a year.
the dispensers in doctors' offices .Among the causes are illegible preand emergency rooms around the scriptions and slipups by overworked pharmacists.
country.
To help, many hospitals now use
The question is how best to use
this technology — as convenient bar-coded drug stocks for inpatients
one-stop-doctoring for the insured to ensure they get the right drug.
And about 4 percent of doctors use
middle-class, or to cut the workload
of pill-counting pharmacists so they Palm Pilot-like electronic prescriphave time to teach patients safe tion pads, eliminating the handwritmedication use.
ing problem and allowing a quick
Dr. Ken Rosenblum, a former records check to ensure that a new
emergency room physician, had the
prescription won't interact dangeridea while hunting in a late-night ously with a patient's current drugs.
pharmacy for antibiotics for his 5InstyMeds combines those corn-

puterized safety systems to let patients buy their prescriptions at the
touch of a few buttons.
First to use it: a South Lake Pediatrics branch in suburban Minneapolis. Dr. Keenan Richardson
and five colleagues write e-prescriptions. They type in the child's
weight and the pad automatically
calculates the right dosage, eliminating another opportunity for an
error.
Parents get a prescription printout with a security code to type into
InstyMeds. The computer verifies
the prescription and checks insurance records. A credit card is
swiped for the co-pay.
Inside the machine, a bar-code
reader picks a bottle with the right
dose and amount of medicine, slaps
on the instruction label, and out it
pops.
Within 12 weeks, InstyMeds
was dispensing half of all prescriptions at Richardson's clinic. "People who use it once ... consistently
want to do it again," says Richardson, who had been skeptical that it
would work.
A few other companies, including
e-prescribing
pioneer
AllScripts, are pursuing doctorbased drug dispensers, but none are
as fully automated, says Bruce

Scott, past president of the American Society of Health System Pharmacists.
It's not perfect. The poor and
ER patients may not have credit
cards. And while InstyMeds can
store up to 80 different medications, stock customized to each office's prescribing habits, it can't
carry everything.
Plus, pharmacists have special
expertise in counseling patients on
safe drug use — and drugstores can
track prescriptions from different
doctors to block dangerous medical
interactions, adds Matthew
Grissinger of the watchdog Institute
for Safe Medication Practices.
Minnesota's pharmacy board
praised the bar-code system as a
way to ensure patients get the right
drug.
Armed with board approval, Rosenblum's Mendota Healthcare Inc.
is negotiating to place InstyMeds in
additional doctors' offices and
emergency rooms. Some drugstores
are also considering if automating
easy-to-fill prescriptions could free
Pharmacists for more important
work, like counseling. Users would
hire Mendota to provide and stock
the machine, at cost of a few dollars for each prescription filled.

Scientists already knew that skin
contains germ-fighting substances
that go to work after skin injury
and during wound healing. The
new work found a protein in sweat
that was much different chemically.
The work, published online
Nov. 5 by the journal Nature Im-

munology, is presented by scientists at Eberhard Karls University
in Tuebingen, Germany.
They call the newfound substance dermcidin. They found it in
samples of human sweat and determined that the gene for it is active
in sweat glands. They also showed
that it was effective against several
disease-causing bacteria, including
those that cause skin infections like
impetigo.
Dermcidin "probably plays a
key role in the innate immune responses of the skin," the researchers wrote.

HELPING OTHERS...CCHS Junior Beta Club held a food
drive for Needline. The 37 members collected 154 cans.
Pictured are officers, from left, Carl Williams, reporter; Kim
Myatt, vice-president, Emily Lasater, activities director; Ryan
Stanger, president; Carrie Radke,treasurer; Chelsea Cleaver,
secretary.

Need Help Stuffing Your Stockings This Year?
6 Weeks Left Till Christmas
Holiday Cash Needs • Establish Credit • Medical Expenses •
New Clothing • Home/Auto Repairs Consolidate Bills

WE CAN HELP!!

HEIGHTS FINANCE
) CORPORATION
Pamela Dial, Manager
Janeen Feagin • Ntandy ReeYes
1304 A Chestnut St.• Murray, KY 42071
Located in Dixieland Center • 1270)759-0310
www.heightsfinance.com "Helping Families Reach Ness Heights -

Researchers: Sweat ‘,:\% CRAWFORD'S
BAR-B-01M
se*.
contains antibiotic
Almo, KY• 753-1934
NEW YORK (AP) — Your
sweat might help you fight germs.
Researchers have found that human sweat contains a versatile antibiotic that might be on the front
lines against disease-causing bacteria.
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FORMER BANKRUPTS WELCOME *Subject to our normal credit polos

(Serving The Best BBO, Ribs, Pork & Chicken'

MSU
COMBO
1/3 Lb. Burger,

*Homestyle Vegetable Plates *Sandwiches *Burgoo
*Pizza *Salads *Homemade Desserts & More }

American & Swiss Cheese.
Shredded Lettuce, Pickle, Tomato,
Curly Fries & IBC Rootbeer

SERVING HOURS
Mon. & Tues. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.; Wed.-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. Closed
Special pick-up orders by appointment on weekends

ANNOUNCE YOUR NEWS EVENT.
CALL 753-1916

1510 Chestnut St.(Five Points)• 759-3663

GE Profile
30" Free-Standing SpectraElectric Range
JBP79KD True bisque
•QuikSet IV oven controls •Glass backguard • One 8",two 6" and one dual 6"/9"
ribbon heating elements • Right rear 6"
burner with warming option • Frameless
glass oven door with Sure Grip handle •
Fluorescent cooktop light • Big View window • Automatic interior oven light •
Automatic self-clean oven latch

-U
•- I

Super Savings
Truckload Sale

.
OkAw* ice teatt,
U5 to 50 percent ',1",1P" than
normal settings fOr parties and
special gathenngs

Taller LrghtToucn. Dispenser
1,115 sport bottles pitchers @VP'
blenders, Delivers chrited
lered water
oCe

JBP79CD Bisque (not shown)
JBP79AB Almond on almond (not shown)
JBP79BB Black on black (not shown)

GE Profile
Built-In Dishwasher
Prernrk, Oteet Destgn — GE s
bes, noise redactor syslem

PDW7800GBB Black on black
•Contoured door • Countdown display
with six status lights • 12 touchpads • 1-9
hour Delay start • Glasses cycle • Two sets
fold-down tines and two sets multi-position fold-down tines in upper rack • Four
sets fold-down tines in lower rack • Four
utility shelves with StemSafeTM system •
ExtraShelf

GE Profile Dispenser Models
PSS27SGM Stainless steel

Model #
GTS18DCMRWW

• 26.6 Cu. ft. capacity • CustomCoolTm technology • Digital temperature display • Slide 'n StoreTM full-extension freezer baskets • Tr -level lighting
• Black handles and black dispenser
PSS25SGM Stainless Steel (not shown)

PDW7800WW White on white (not shown)
PDW7800GCC Bisque (not shown)

• 25.3 cu. ft. capacity

MURRAY APPLIANCE
"We service or carry partsfor all major brands of major appliances."
11'_ I

\Lim `-,lick.1

753-1586
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Legal.

Legals

Legals

320

360

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion Any error should be reported immediately
so corrections can be made.
AD DEADLINES

010

010
Legals

Legals

$2.50 extra for Shopper iTue, Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$2.50 extra for blind box ads.

Antiques
Lawn & Garden

010

010

$8.00 First Day. 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

060
Legals

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00138

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00190

OCWEN FEDERAL BANK, FSB,

PLAINTIFF

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE
CRIC-HM MURRAY TRUST
HEILIG-MEYERS COMPANY
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

UNION PLANTERS PMAC,INC., As
Servicer for Union Planters Bank,
N.A., f/d/b/a Peoples First
National Bank & Trust Company,
NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on October 23, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
December 3, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
All those certain lots, places or parcels of land with all improvements thereon and all appurtenances thereto belonging known
as Lots 2, 3, 4,5, &and 7 as shown on the Amended Plat of
Wheeler Subdivision of record in Plat Book 5, Page 17, Slide
317,in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office, more particularly described as follows:
Commencing at an existing concrete right-of-way monument
located at the intersection of the North right-of-way line of
Northwood Drive, 25 feet from the centerline thereof, and the
East right-of-way line of U.S. Highway 641, 148 feet from the
mainline centerline thereof; thence along the East right-of-way
line of U.S. Highway 641, N. 14 deg. 24'31" E., 102.59 feet to a
point located 130 feet from the mainline centerline of U.S.
Highway 641; thence continuing along said East right-of-way
line, 130 feet from and parallel to the mainline centerline of
.6' 12" E., 328.10 feet to a 1/2"
U.S. Highway 641, N. 24 deg. 2
rebar set to the back of an existing concrete right-of-way monument located at the Northwest corner of Lot Number 1 of aforesaid Wheeler Subdivision and being the POINT OF BEGINNING of the property herein described; thence from said point
of beginning and continuing along said Easterly right-of-way
line, N. 23 deg. 36'57" E., 300.29 feet to a 1/2" rebar set at the
back of an existing concrete right-of-way monument located at
the Northwest corner of Lot Number 7 of aforesaid Wheeler
Subdivision; thence along the North line of said Lot Number 7,
to and along a line contiguous with Robert and Betty Keathley's
property of record in Book 153, Card 2679 in the aforesaid
Clerk's Office, S. 68 deg. 54'09" E., 229.68 feet to a 1/2" rebar
set; thence along and contiguous with said Keathley's property
line, passing over and across a 4" x 4" concrete monument at
8.44 feet, S. 21 deg. 23'27" W., 300.00 feet to a 1/2" rebar set at
the Northeast corner of Lot Number 1 of aforesaid Wheeler
Subdivision; thence along and contiguous with the North Line
of said Lot Number 1, N. 68 deg. 54'09" W., 241.34 feet to the
POINT OF BEGINNING,containing 7,563 square feet or 1.622
acres.
Being the same property conveyed to CRIC-HM MURRAY
TRUST, a Delaware business trust, by a deed dated July 22,
1998, from Arthur J. MacDonald, not is his individual capacity,
but solely as Trustee, as recorded in Book 294, Page 205, in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office, Murray, Kentucky.
The sale shall be made to the highest bidder or bidders and the sale
shall be for cash, or in the alternative, the Master Commissioner will
take from the purchaser, one-third of the purchase price in cash
together with bonds (for the remainder of the purchase price) in two
equal installments with good and sufficient surety, bearing interest
from the day of sale and payable to the Master Commissioner within
thirty (30) days of the date of sale.
A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall
be sold subject to the 2001 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 31st day of October, 2001.

Need a great career'?
Werner needs entry-level
truck drivers. No experience necessary Earn
S700+ per week plus benefits No CDC? No Problem, CDL training is now
available in your area
1-800-242-7364.

PLAINTIFF

SHAWN CLERE, LEANNE CLERE
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY,KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By vi e of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
eptember 25, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
Court
offer f sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
November 19, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or.thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County,.Kentucky,
with its address being 211 Wells Purdom Road, Almo, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lot 8 in Northwood Estates, Unit III as recorded in Plat Book
16, Page 73, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements
and rights-of-way and those restrictions, covenants, etc., as
shown on Plat in Plat Book 16, Page 73, in the office ofthe Clerk
of Calloway County.
Being the same property conveyed to Shawn Glere and wife,
Leanne Clere, by virtue of a deed 'dated June 9, 1997, from
Charles Randy Lovett, a single person, as recorded in Book 258,
Page 606, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on .a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price, bearing interest at 125k per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2001 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 19th day of October, 2001.

Notice

Help Wanted

PHOTOGRAPHER
Photography by
P. Lynn Rogers
16 years service

SERVICE/REPAIR

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

753-1001
SANDRA D'S Diner will be
closed during the yearly
Thanksgiving week.

Technician
Local company accepting
resumes' for Office Equipment Service and Repair
Interested persons send
resume' to P.O. Box 938.
Benton, KY 42025.

Retired Military
Looking for
060

060
Lost and Found

part-time work.
Help Wanted
Call 759-2147

LOST male yellow Lab
Goes by the name of Henry. Call 759-9215

500

Used Trucks

510

Campers

520
530

Boats & Motors
Services Offered

560

Free Column

Help Wanted
SEEKING Industrial/Clen
cal Call (270) 759-0650 o
(731) 644-2373

HILLDALE Apts. in Hardin,
Ky is seeking a full-time
maintenance person. Must
have knowledge of basic
plumbing & electric as well
as sheet rock repairs &
pay
painting. Starting
$7.001hr Paid vacation &
insurance. Apply in person
at Hilldale Apts in Hardin
or call 437-4113. EOE

- Growing company in Murray
has multiple openings for
warehouse personnel.Work
hours are 7:00 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. M -F. Competitive salary
and benefits. If interested,
please send resume to

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS

Murray, KY 4207 I.

H•E•A•L•T•H
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following Joh openings

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II:
Full-time position in Maintenance available. Minimum of high school or equivalent with Maintenance abilities. Have 2
years experience with components of
mechanical environmental system and
some electrical experience is preferred.

Human Resources
(270)762-1106
Equal Opportunity
Employer

MURRAY
CALUMNY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

American Red Cross
Calloway County, Kentucky Chapter

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross serves Calloway County,
Kentucky. Our programs include disaster
relief (local and national), armed forces
emergency services, first aid, CPR, water
safety training and community education.
The Executive Director reports to the Board
of Directors and is responsible for policy
advisement and compliance; implementing
program and service aims; ensuring sound
financial management; assessing and implementing funding strategies; effective public
and community • relations; and human
resources management.

060

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

010
Legals

www.murrayledger.com

NOTICE
Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood
If all contents of
Apt. D-24 are
not removed by
Dec. 12, 2001
the contents will
be disposed of.

STEVE VIDMER
Law

Attorney at
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
12701 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Kslp %Mid
ACCEPTING LPN applications, all shifts. full & parttime positions Send resume to MCH. Box 630,
Benton, KY 42025 Attn
HR
D/OWNER Operators
2900 avg. mi. run
Coast to coast
Midwest to New England
3000-3500 week
Same day pay.
Trailiner Corp
800-769-3993.

FRONT desk receptionist
for busy medical office An
outgoing personality with
attention to detail is a
must Experience preferred Benefits package offered Apply by resume
with references
Richard H Crouch, M.D.
300 South 8th St. 301E
Murray. KY 42071

Mon. & Wed.• 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Thurs. - 10 a.m.-12 p.m. — 2-4 p.m.
Light industrial and clerical.
Apply in person at
People Lease
1406 E. N., 12th St., Murray
The Village Office Complex

HELP WANTED
Murray CPA firm has an opening for a professional bookkeeping position. Must possess
excellent communication skills and be familiar
with word processing, spreadsheets. payroll,
and sales tax forms. Computer bookkeeping
experience a requirement. Above average
compensation package includes retirement,
medical benefits, paid vacation & holidays.
Full time position. Only those interested in a
technology-driven environment need apply.
Resumes in confidence to P.O Box K, Murray.
KY 42071.

DATA

entry
with

person

Access
skills that would be comfortable using the telephone to collect/ research information from
a variety of sources. Experience with building
material items and labor
cost is a plus. Also accepting resumes for telesalespersons
phone
marketing PowerClaim
property adjusting/ estimating software. Hawkins Research. Inc. 1304
Chestnut Suite E Murray,
KY 42071 Phone 270753-7001.
DRIVERS
SOLID OPPORTUNITY
Solid Carrier
Company OTR
Drivers needed
*Great pay & Benefits
*S1.000 Sign-on Bonus
.Class A CDL with
Haz Mat required
*Must be 23 years old

needed

P.O. Box 1040-W,

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

060

020

020

SMART MOMS
WORK FROM HOME
Mail Order
THIS ONE WORKS!
1-800-429-7902

For details contact:

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

470

060
Help Wanted

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
COMMISSIONER'S SALE

TI

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent

300

150

•

IP 49

f All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Da) Period +

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

'ISA

Hilli
Lreir

$7.00 Column Inch, 60' Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Legal Notice

060

1111" "44

1)1SIPLAY ADS

010

050

4:410 Just Say "Charge It"

We are seeking a decisive, yet consensus-oriented leader with sound business acumen
who will build constructive working relationships at all levels within the organization
and the community. Qualified candidates will
possess a bachelor's degree, demonstrate a
knowledge of and experience in fiscal management, program development and strategic
planning, financial development, community
and public relations, human resources management, a commitment to inclusiveness and
strong communication and interpersonal
skills. Salary will be commensurate with
experience. An application is required. Please
send letter of application, resume, salary hisreferences by
tory/requirements and
December 8, 2001, to.
American Red Cross Search Committee
Calloway County Chapter
P.O. Box 1075
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Equal Opportunity Employer

Call Transit Group
800-388-2479
800643-0082
INSURANCE CLERK for
Chiropractic clinic. Experience in insurance relations
and filling for all types of
insurance desired. To apply call 759-1116.
OWN a computer?
Put it to work!
up to $500-$2500/hr.
PT/FT/month
888-689-7989,
24-hr. recording
FREE BOOKLET!
www.pcwork4me.com

RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
preferred.
experience
Must be able to work
days. nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience.
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.
SOLO/TEAM
New England to MO
New England to Calif.
Same day pay
Trailiner Corp
800-769-3993
SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking applications for crew members for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.

Murray.
WANTED . Truck driver.
Must have CDL and 2
years min experience
Tractor/Trailer, car hauling
experience is preferred but
not necessary
888-271-7525

DIRECT CARE
COUNSELORS
Kentucky Baptist Homes tor
Children the state's largest
residential childcare provider,
seeks full-time arid on-call Direci
Care Counselors for our Genesis
Home in Mayfield Apply in per.
son at Genesis Home fax
resume to (502) 241-3249,
e•mail in text format to
mail
Of
benefits Okbhc org
position
resume
indicating
applying for and salary requirements to
Kim Sandefur
Director for Benefits
and Compensation
Kentucky Baptist Homes
for Children
10200 Linn Station Road.
Suite 200
KY 40223
Please No Phone Calls
E OE rfemales and Minorities
encouraged to apply

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
160
Home Furnishings
FURNITURE Sale
Nearly new sectional sofa
with 3 recliners and 2 storage units $1 000 OBO
Blue sectional with 2 recliners Blue recliner and
blue rocker Square glass
top table with 4 chairs
Non smoking home
753-8413
SOFA, Chair, ottoman
beige, Mauve, hunter
&Childcare
green Excellent condition
$250 Call after 4pm
RESPONSIBLE 15 yea 753-3852
old will do babysitting afte SOFA- Green/ Burgundy.
school and on weekends Coffee table- glass top/
Cali 759-9215 Have refer- rattan Please call 753ences
9512 after 5pm or leave a
WILL DO GENERAL
message'
HOUSE CLEANING
180
Call Linda 759-9553
Lawn & Garden
WILL do housecleaning &
offices
LAWN Mowing Repair
Lola Jordan 436-2135
Tiller, Go-carts,
Shelia Lamb 436-2122
4-wheelers, ect
WILL do Housecleaning
Free pickup and delivery
753-3802
436-2867

WE are currently accepting applications for 3rd
shift manufacturing supervisor and for clerical openings Candidate must possess GED or HS diploma
Contact People Plus Inc
Mayfield
at 270-251-3111
EEOC

100
Business
Opportunity

Equipment

AC 0-17, good sharp
HOMEWORKERS
$3,000 492-6200
Needed.
WE PAY CASH FOR
$635 weekly processing
FARM EQUIPT
mail Easy! No experience
One Piece to entire lot
needed
Tommy Vance
Call 1-888-517-2362
Farm Equip.
Ext 4605 24hrs
Buy Sell Trade
Phone 731-641-0197
120
Cell 731-697-2397
COmputerS
Click on
H P Computer. 40 Gig www.tommyvanceonline corn
Hard Drive, 128 Meg Ram,
900 MHZ Processor.,
CD/Rw. $475 753-8630
Firewood

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
AMD computers.. $699
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

FIREWOOD. Also
service. 436-2562

tree

14X70 2br. 2 bath, fire
place, custom built traile
on rented lot. $8,500. 436
5966.

1993 16x80, 3br, 2 bath.
All appliances included,
C/H/A, 2 porches. Must be
moved. $12,800. 474-8583
140
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Want to Buy
Mover. 20yrs. experience.
Licensed & insured in KenANTIQUES
tucky, Tennessee & IlliOld toys, advertising
nois. 437-3939.
items, antique furniture
NICE 1993 Southridge
and primitives
16x70 2br., 2 bath.
We buy 1 or all'
$15,000 753-8297 after
Call 753-3633 ask
5pm.
for Larry.
OLDER mobile home,
CASH paid for good, used needs some work. Would
rifles, shotguns, & pistols. make good lake home or
Benson Sporting Goods, seasonal worker home.
$1,200. OBO. 489-6279
519 S. 12th, Murray.
150
Articles
For Sate
NICE 2br, Mobile home
16X100 ft. Greenhouse for No pets 753-9866
sale to highest bidder. Can
be seen at 500 N. 4th St.
(270)759-0901.
BIRDFEEDERS and houses. Very high quality western cedar. Also bat, butterfly, squirrel, ed. One block
east of 4th & Poplar.
L.P. Gas Refills
Lowest prices in town
New 100lb L.P gas cyl
$79 95
B&B Brokers
753-4389
MACHINE quilting
S31 50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
MOVING Sale
All things must gol
Allow prices'
•Entertainment Center
*Couches *Futons
•other small house
equipment
270-399-0290
OVER 5.000 movies,
DVD, & video games.
Starling at $2.95 for sale.
Shop early for Christmas.
Movie World
753-7670

460

390
Aparbifents For Rent

MOBILE home lot in Au
rora, Ky. $85 per month.
No Utilities furnished. Water, electric, propane, gas
available_ Call 731-2326140 leave message.
QUIET family park in exclusive residential neighborhood with city police
and fire protection, close
to shopping, hospital and
city transit service $95 per
month includes city water,
sewer, garbage pickup
Coach Estates at South
16th and Canterbury.
753-3855

1 & 2 BR in Farmington
111 mi toward Mayfield)
$295 and up W/D, appliances, water, trash pickup, lawn care provided.
Central H/A. No pets
Ref's req'd. 753-4214 or
345-2748.

For Beet

For Rent

28R, 1 bath eat in kitchen livingroom, appliances,
storage
wrap around
deck Rural wooded area
$425 New Concord 270436-5021

NICE 3br, 1 bath, W/D
hookup, dishwasher 2
blocks from MSU $495
pimonth plus deposit Reference required Daytime
753-3949 or 759-3050 af3/4 bedroom, central gas ter 6pm
heat. 1 year lease no
360
1 OR 2br apts near down- pets. References & securiRentals •
town Murray starting at ty deposit. 107 S. 13th St.
$550 per month.
$200/mo 753-4109
753-0932 519-2699.
1&2 bedroom Apts
3BR upstairs den, stove &
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
Refrigerator
furnished
902 Northwood Dr
$400 per month plus deMonday,
posit 753-0076
Wednesday Friday
901 FAIRLANE Dr. SpaPhone 759-4984
119 Main • 753-6266
cious 3br, 2ba C/H/A, apEqual Housing
pliances $650 plus depos- CREEKVIEW STORAGE Opportunity
1BR apt available, all ap- it. Lease available Dec $20-$40 On Center Dnve
pliances furnished Mur- 1st. 489-2741
Behind Tom's Grille
BEAUTIFUL,
excutive
Cal Realty. 753-4444
759-4081
home on 1 acre lot. 4br, 2
1BR Apt $225
NORTHWOOD
storage
bath w/ bonus room. 2 car
Small pets okay
presently has units availagarage Seroius inquiries
Coleman RE
ble 753-2905 or 753only Available 01/01/02
759-4118
7536
270-753-6002
1BR duplex log cabirt-near
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
270-210-3458
lake. Furnished, C/H/A,
•Inside climate control
water included. $250. per
storage
month. 474-8272.
-Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
(2)&
753-9600

STORAGE

Lots For Sale

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

(270) 437-4113

kanctrap
AsAsstie

Size Units
Available

All

1BR furnished, no pets
$225/mo.
753-3949
1BR, 1 bath. 11/2 blocks
from MSU. $195, plus
deposit. No pets. References required. Daytime753-3949. ABH- 759-3050.
1BR, 1 bath. 11/2 blocks
MSU. W/D hook up. $250.
plus deposit. No pets. References required. Daytime
753-3949. ABH- 759-3050.
1BR. across from MSU on
16th St. Newly refurnished, partly furnished, appliances, W&D. $325/mo.
Call evenings 527-5176.
2BR Duplex $350 per
month. 759-4406.
2BR duplex & townhouse
all applainces furnished,
located on Southwood Dr.
753-2062 day
437-4833
nights & weekends
2BR triplex, 1417 Hillwood
Drive, all appl. furnished,
$400 plus deposit. 270753-6022.
2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking, extremely nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR., edge of town, washer & dryer $335 Coleman
RE 759-418
3 & 4brapts. avail Diuguid
Drive. Coleman RE 7594118.

753-3853
Pets & Supplies

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

AKC Registered Golden
Retriever puppies. Grea
family pet and wonderfu
Christmas gift. Ready
12-01. First Shots and
wormed. Call 753-3222.

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising
for real estate which is in violation of the law.
All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis.
For. further assistance with, Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA
Counsel Rene P. Milam,(703)648-1000.

Murray Place Apt. 4 BR/4BA.
$265 a mth. per bedroom.
Cable, game room,
pool. 759-3003.
Sign before Nov. 31 and
receive $100 off.
Apartments For Rent

3br. house
1-2,br apts
efficiency
C/H/A, near MSU
APPX 1,500 sq ft good 753-1252 or 753-0606
4BR Townhouse
location, heavy traffic
Special rate
Rent monthly or long term
Coleman RE
lease
759-4118
500 N 4th St Murray. Ky
EXTRA nice 1 br., 1 bath,
Call for more info
Daytime 1-877-726-4077 central gas H&A, appliances furnished. W&D. lyr.
after 5pm 901-644-3625
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units. Rent based
on income. Mobility impairment accessible. Phone.
492-8721. Mon & Thurs
9-ham. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
MOBILE home available
$325 Also rent to own
Coleman RE 759-4118
Business Rentals

!MOW 1401,111•10
OP•ORTIONIT,

DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
PEG'S Dog Grooming.
M-F 753-2915.
SIBERIAN Husky AKC
registered. 11 months old,
female, white & gray, blue
eyes. $250. 474-8272.

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

Livestock & Supplies
15 hands Red Sorrel
Quarter horse mare. Great
for experienced & inexper
ienced rider. Cell 270-832
4861

lilt

Homes For Salo

1994 3 horse goose neck NEW remodeled, 2 bed
room Located at 517 S
with camper 519-2507 I
no answer leave mes- 7th St Call after 5 30 pm
(270)753-2452
sage
ORCHARD grass hay and NICE three bedroom two
wheat straw for sale $2 00 full bath home Approxia bale 731-498-8006
mately 5-years-old Twocar garage large lot great
4ocation $88,000 Please
call 270-759-0655
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth

BDR. APARTMENTS

TDD e1-800-545-1833 ext. 287.
Office Hours • Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
After hours appts. available or call our
toll tree number 1-800-837-2509, ext. 108.

& Supplies

EASTSIDE
EQ9'

Hilldale Apt's

• Staff on site/24 hr Main • Laundry Fa:dines/Clean & Roomy with Updated
Equip • Playground • Spacious Closets • Carpet • Frig & Stove Furnished
• C/H/A • Lovely Landscaped Grounds • On Site Security i Coming Soon

(2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967.
LOTS for sale. Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages.
270-437-4838.
A000011
12 acres of land 436-5064
16 acres 6 miles north of
town on Hopkins Rd 7532861
26.5 Acres. Hunting time,
$18,950. Terms. 753-9302
460
Homes For Sale
1601 Kirkwood Dr.
2br. brick, 1 1/2 bath,
16x16 screened-deck.
2 car carport, large utility
room,
new
central
gas/H/A, appliances stay.
15yrs. old. 753-0870.
2BR. house in Hardin,
good starter home, nice
corner lot, 1 out building.
Asking $14,900.
Call 270-354-8665 after
3pm.
3 Bedroom, 1 bath, brick
house, in city. Central gas
heat and air, 10x15 barn
type storage building in
back. 1405 Johnson Blvd.
$73,000. call after 5pm.
753-6939.
300 S. 6th St. 5br, 2 bath,
15K OBO. Home must be
moved. 753-9826.
3BDR , 2 bath brick house
on Brinn Rd across from
Sullivan's Golf Course
753-2861. ,
3bdrm, 2 bath brick and vinyl.
C/H/A,
orchard,
outbldgs on 4.8 wooded
acres. 6 mi. south.
$69,900. 436-2016.
3BR., 2 bath approx.
1800sqft. home on 1.1
acre lot. Upstairs bonus
room, screened porch, garage. Built in '96 Must
see. 759-2259
HOUSE & 2 lots for sale
Crappie Hollow $12.000
currently
rented
at
$215/mo Moved to Fla
Call 386-328-2782
NICE 3br, 1 bath,
C/H/A, new carpet and
many updates
2 car garage
1633 Hamilton
$64,900
753-7093

00
Business Rentals

1400 Hillwood
$415 per month
Great for electronics
Call Century 21
753-1492
OFFICE building near JuSTRAW for sale
dicial Center, ample park$2 00 bale
ing. currently used as at759-4718 Night
torney office. Available De753-4582 Day
cember.
Contact Olive Branch
THINKING about getting a
Realty 270-767-9900.
Ar
Dish Network satellite sysrvasslcor
es
tem" Think FREE then call
c ur slimes
Beasley Antenna & Satelor,row coi do pm id per mooed
lite for more details or ask
WM to the Closki
how you can get 100
channels for only $9 00 a
EDGEROLIIMES
month for one year
127017534916
759-0901

STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877

ONE bedroom, two miles
from Murray All appliances included $375/month
+utilities Deposit and references required 270492-6161
EAST of Murray, 94E &
1346 area Cute 1br, $295
per/ month plus security
474-2520

A affordable hauling. junk
dean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141

NEED A CAR?

1111
11311

FREE!

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

M & T Painting
Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate openings
for interior/exterior painting.

piur

Please call Paul for
411,0 free estimate at

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacqutiw Watson
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th Stliguite B

270-759-4979

intelifi*sma

HOME

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Articles
For Sale

1996 ChevV-6 white
Piw, PIL
436-2731

Ward-Elkins

www.bevshoppingicom

150

JUST reduced
role! Lumina
very clean,
cruise $4,000

WE SERVICE

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO

630
Services Offered

Used Cars

A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection buildVim
ing remodeling, additions,
1995 Windstar Great vehi- porches decks, roofing,
cle Must See' $1.000 be- siding, concrete, fences,
low loan value 270-527- furniture design and restoration Free Estimates
4362
1996' Plymouth Conver- 753-4380
sion Van Loaded 87,xxx A-1 AFFORDABLE allmiles 435-4326 after 5pm around hauling tree work
cleaning out sheds gutter
1982 Big Red 200 Excelpink clean-up 436-2867
ent condition $1,000
435-4264
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
2000 Harley Davidson 1991 Chevy Silverado
492-8737
Heritage Softail Classic
350 Automatic, tilt, cruise
437-3044
489-2963
air 178.xxx miles Asking
Free Estimates
$3,900 759-9417
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
1996 Dodge Dakota Sport Decks Home Additions
4 cylinder. 5 speed. Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
Used Cart
66,000 miles $5800 OBO Garages. Pole Barns Met
al Buildings, Fencing
1986 Volvo DL Good con- 492-6251
dition $1800 OBO 752- 1996 Nissan King cab Quality Workmanship
truck, SE model, 6,700 Licensed
6450
miles, 4cyl , 5-speed, man753-7860 753-1194
1995 Olds Cutlass Suual shift, fully equipped, apreme 4dr, excellent conAFFORDABLE
Electric
1 condition Asking wholedition, everything works,
*Commercial,
one owner- non-smoker. sale price $6,800 Phone
•Residential,
You will love this very 753-5249
•Remodel.
clean car 78,000 miles '72 Chevy truck with 1983
•Free Estimates
350
V-8
engine
Auto,
$4,900 753-3317
"Quality don't cost it pays"
trans., long bed Great
1998
Corvette
Gray
Dave Myers 759-2488
work truck
w/black intenor, removable
AHART & Culver
Call 270-767-0710
glass top, auto, new tires,
Septic Installation
95 Dodge Ram. SWB,
Bose Stereo, 19K miles.
green, 318, rebuilt trans. Also top soil and gravel
$31,900, will trade.
PW, tilt. $4,900. 759-9069. 437-4838 or (270)5592001 Honda Accord DX
97
Dodge Ram Ext. cab 4986
New car, 14K miles
sport. 1 owner, 75,xxx
ALL Carpentry Service
$15,900 OBO, will trade
miles.
Many
extra.
From Foundation to
1999 Jeep Wrangler Sport
$13,500. OBO. 436-5100
6cyl., 5sp., 4x4 2-top, new
call after 4pm.
18Yrs experience.
tires, ally wheels Also
New
Constructionhave Big 0 tires & polishRemodeling. Repairs*
ed aluminum wheels 33"
Concrete Work.
47K miles. $15,900, will
AGC Certified.
trade
435-4272.
1998 FourRunner Limited.
Carpentry,
ALL
leather,
2x4, sunroof,
Electrical.
All Major Appliances
wood grain dash, loaded
and Most Major Brands New Const Home & MoNew tires. 85K miles
bile Home repair, Termite
$17,900, will trade. (cell)
& Water Damage. Re270-752-0160.
On Tne Square • Murray placement Windows Vinyl
CHRYSLER 5th Avenue
;270o 753-1713
Siding, Painting, Dedk.
1983 $600 759-0629
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Divorce?•Bad Credit?• Bankruptcies?
Septic system gravel,
white rock
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
436-2113
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
CARPORTS Starting at
DEF
$675 installed Roy Hill
3
(270)436-2113
MNO
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
Totally
6
OF MURRAY
Confidential
*Lawn Maintenance
Call Ruthie or Dennis
•Leaf Pick-up,
753-2222
•Bed mulching.
0
270-753-6772
24 Hrs. 1-800-992-7334
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
Quality Work. Free
Parker Ford
WIPLIIPCIGING
Estimates. Over 25 Years
„tr. pt. ic. Mt
Lincoln-Mercury
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
Body Shop
FALL Cleanup
Has
*Leaves •Tree service
•Lawn Renovation
Leave message
Will make FREE estimates for your
559-2705
insurance company.
FENCING
Request Us If Possible.
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
NIGHTS:
DAYS:
Reasonable prices
753-6191 • 753-1833
753-5273
Free Estimate Insured
436-8219
Dickie Farley 759-1519

Shop At
For Great
Online
Shopping
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#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

m7ab7
itherfl

=MovingCross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner& Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
Bigger Selection -A Better Price'
Be Sure To Shop -Before You BLA

A

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month linancirt

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (2701 759-4734

amb Brothers
`Lr81,Av,,-0)1 Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
W/'&-'re Qual,tv Doesn't Carly A High Price

24 Hr Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line
Tree & Stump
Removal

To Advertise Your Business Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916
To Get More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

Tree Thmr: •
Cleanup Serval

Paul Lamb

PAGE 4B

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
610
Services Offered

FUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming removal stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
HANDYWORK odd fobs
wanted No fob too small
Give us a call Yes we
clean gutters
Phone 436-5759

iL

630
Services Offered

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged tloors
*Install braces & floors joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install. moisture barriers.

We Do All Kinds of Remodeling'

GOT LEAVES?

David Gallimore, Owner
Vi/ill Do Insurance Wok

AIL\

731-247-5422

Leaf
Vacuum
Service

ELEMENTARY TUTORING
Certified Teacher
$18/hr.

Leaf relief is rust
a phone call awan

753-5726
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
*For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*36 years experience
*Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawnipatto furniture
Louver doors shutters
—*No-rob-too strait-'Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
LEAF & yard clean up
Bushogging
Phone 753-8204
ask for Steve Lamb

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

753-5827.
-MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555

Calloway County Library
Monday - Thursday
fri
4-8 p.m.
Call 270-924-9609
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional.
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial.
- 270-435.4645;
ROY HOLLAND'S
AUTO REPAIR
All Types of Auto Repairs
306 Industrial Road
Monday-Saturday
7:30am-5pm
753-0520
SUNRISE Landscaping
Fall Lawn Maintenance
*Aerating
*Seeding
*Fertilize tree, shrubs, aria
yard
*Leaf Removal
*Mulch
*Decks and Patios
*Firewood
Call Red at 767-9735
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment_
Free estimates.
753-5484.

*PAINTING
Sattsfin non Guaranteed
25 Years Experience
Ali;;i• Mimes Ripairiti

Matt O'DanieI
(270)527-1513

FREE kittens 759-1699

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

What's be best present to unwrap?
A different one everyday!
Give a gift subscription to the
Murray Ledger & Times.
3 Months - $20.25 — 6 Months - $40.50
1 Year - $78.00

I EDGER&TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.

753-1916
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Museum draws visitors since Sept. 11
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas(AP)
— A mixture of patriotism and
newfound military curiosity following the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks has
compelled more people to make the
trip to ri.„ floating museum that
stands as a symbol of military
might.
The USS Lexington became a
museum in 1992 after a storied past
that included participation in almost every major operation in the
Pacific during World War II.
Workers say The events of Sept.
11 have prompted many people to
visit the decommissioned aircraft
carrier and learn about this history.
Mike Carrico, 54, a senior volunteer at the museum, said he can
sometimes feel the lingering presence of World War II aviators on
the Lexington. '
"I've taken guys back to their
bunks and they just sit there and
cry," he said.
The recent events returned many
Americans to memories of the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in
1941, when the nation also was
caught off guard and the enormity
of the casualties and damage

this tour into a positive twist of citizenship and service to country and
each other," said Pre Ball, one of
the reservists.
That day the ship also played
hqst ,to at least a half dozen veterans' groups from around the nation.
Of the 175 members of one
group, "not one guy backed down"
from making the trip after the terrorist attacks, said 76-year-old
Rudy Amouroux of Oakland, Calif.
He said he thought the worst decision would be to stay home out of
fear.
"It's like worrying about losing
a finger when you're in the bush
and your whole body could get

prompted the United States' entry
into the war.
During the war, the Lexington's
planes shot down 372 enemy aircraft and destroyed an additional
475.on the ground. Japanese media
reported it sunk four times, and its
reappearances earned the ship the
nickname "The Blue Ghost."
At the time of its decommissioning in 1991, it was the Navy's oldest working aircraft carrier.
The 33,000-ton carrier, now
moored in Corpus Christi Bay,
gained new attention when it was
used in the movie "Pearl Harbor."
Seventy-five veterans and others
with knowledge of naval warfare
volunteer at what in 1992 became
the USS Lexington Museum on the
Bay.
Recent visitors included two reservists from San Antonio, who
were leading their church's Cub
Scout pack on the ship's popular
24-hour "live aboard" program.
Participants eat off military-issue
plates, sleep in the ship's berthing
compartments and learn about the
ship and its engagements.
"Hopefully, we can turn some of

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Rocket plane soars
over desert; called
'baby step'flight
MOJAVE, Calif. (AP) - A Denver was piloting when he died
fledgling aerospace company took in a 1997 crash; the modified veranother step toward making private sion is serving as a test bed for
space flights Monday as a rocket- Xcor's rocket engines.
Monday's flight was the fifth for
powered plane soared 9,000 feet
the
EZ-Rocket, which cost less than
over the desert.
Xcor Aerospace's EZ-Rocket, $500,000 to build. Its engines burn
outfitted with twin, 400-pound- isopropyl alcohol and liquid oxythrust rocket engines, streaked off a gen,consuming about $75 worth of
windy Mojave Airport runway and fuel during each fleeting flight.
The company hopes to eventuinto a cloudy sky.
Shimmering hot exhaust trailed ally build a craft capable of flying
during the demonstration flight for regularly to altitudes of 60 miles
that could allow scientists to conabout 100 spectators.
Dick Rutan, who made history duct experiments in microgravity
in 1986 as co-pilot on the first non- and lure paying tourists eager to see
stop, around-the-world flight with- space.
Xcor officials want their future
out refueling, was at the controls.
plane,
which would cost tens of
The engines burned noisily for
several minutes as The plane circled mittion-s of dollars, to fly as reguthe field at more than 212 mph, larly as possible to generate revethen sputtered and cut off. The nue.
Rockets typically have been deplane glided for several more minutes, then landed safely and coasted signed for single-use purposes;
those designed for repeated use reto a stop.
"This was the first baby step to quire significant work between firspace for civilians," Rutan said as ings.
he climbed out of the cockpit of the
Xcor intends to fly the EZplane, a modified Long-EZ de- Rocket 30 to 50 times, with as
signed by his brother, Burt Rutan.
many as five flights in one day to
The experimental Long-EZ is demonstrate the "gas and go" capathe same two-seater, push-prop bility of the engines.
plane that singer-songwriter John

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. Nov.
15, 2001:
Think in terms of growth and gain, and
you will transform yourself in appropnate ways. A dear partner or friend who
often is testy and critical will come
through, whenever you're willing to discuss your issues. This person might be
unusually resourceful. New begiruungs
become possible in this birthday year. If
single, your charisma will draw many.
You might not be ready to give at the
level a relationship demands. If attached,
the two of you will agree to disagree.
Devise more effective ways of'patching
up differences. A vacation or many minivacations will recycle your relationship.
SAGITTARIUS helps you make money.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Use your dreams as well as
conversations with an intuitive associate
or partner. Not every decision or action
must be dependent on classic resources.
Start thinking about a minivacation.
Drop by a travel agency or hop on the
Net during a break. Tonight: Relax with
a movie or favonte 1'V show.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You might feel financially
restricted, adding to a sense of discomfort and pressure. Yet if you seek out a
trusted friend or adviser, this person will
cast a different perspective on your anxiety. Let this person know how important
he is. Tonight: Say thank you nicely!
GEMINI(May 21-June 201
**** Defer to others, as you might
not be as bubbly as normal. You have
serious matters on your mind. Allow others to take the lead. Sometimes you find
it helpful to see where others come from
as well as observe their reactions. Be a
good listener. Tonight: Take another's
suggestion.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Release negativity by digging

MID AMERICA GARAGE BUILDERS

WE'RE
MOVING!

Melber, Ky. • Owner - Terry Burnett• 270/674-5779
"Our Goal? Service That Exceeds Your Expectations"
2x6 Rafters
Steel Overhead
Door

Shingle Roofing
Variety of Colors

1/2" Plywood
Decking or Blandex

Fascia Aluminum or
Wood Covered
1.111e._1.6_1‘
Treated Bottom
Masonite or
_
Mil MB Illiii__===iii-or-2. .
Plates
Vinyl Siding
ED...
MIN i===mi
-LinE
...._. ...?.....=,! 1:—-ervice Door
•-...
4" Reinforced
wo
—g
um/
-/*gm te
•
,
Concrete Slab ------Anchor Bolts In Concrete
1/2" Blandex
4' Curb
Under Vinyl Siding
(Optional)
FREE ESTIMATES
PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT
........

CARPENTER BUILT — NOT PRE-FABS!

All Remaining
Merchandise Must Go!

STOREWIDE
Large Selection of Lawn &
Garden Equipment

25010
%Off
Unvented Heating Systems remain 25
•Troy-bilt •Husqvarna

In Business Since 1984
Standard Models with Hardboard &dins
1 1/2 Car (12x20)
$4,000
2 Car (18x20)
$4,800
Large 2 Car (22x22)
$5,250
2 1/2 Car (24x24)
$5,450
Large 2 1/2 Car (24x30)
$5,950
$7,350
Large 3 Car (30x30)

Deluxe Models with Vin I &din,
$4,500
1 1/2 Car (12x20)
$5,250
2 Car (18x20)
$5,450
Large 2 Car (22x22)
$5.750
2 1/2 Car (24x24)
$6,450
Large 2 1/2 Car (24x30)
$7,750
Large 3 Car (30x30)

COMPARE BOTTOM LINE PRICES AND
QUALITY OF WORKMANSHIP!
Bank Financing Available

50% OFF
Off

blown off," he said.
Recent events have rallied
Americans' sense of patriotism,
Carrico said, but many are too
young to understand what was going on during the Lexington's, heyday.
"It's still not as personal" as
what happened on Dec. 7, 1941,
Carrico said. "A nation turned from
a bunch of farmers into an industrial powerhouse literally overnight.
You don't see that same camaraderie now that you did then. You see
the flags flying in the car ... but you
don't see people lining up around
the corner like you did then" to join
the armed forces.

into your work and concentrating You
emerge refreshed and able to deal with
what you previously couldn't Consider
making an appointment for a general
physical, especially if you have been
tired. Tonight: Early to bed.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** A friend needs your support. If

you're attached, this person could be
your sweetie. You might feel weighed
down by responsibilities that involve
someone else. Consider the importance
of your home life and security. You simply might not have a choice. Tonight, Be
ever-playful.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** If you can, work from home.
You will accomplish more in this atmosphere than anywhere else. Nevertheless,
someone at a distance knows how to
push your buttons with demands. Keep
communication flowing. Tonight: Play it
low-key.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Others create an uproar. Act
in the middle of problems. Intuitively as
well as intellectually, you know exactly
which direction to head in. New beginnings are possible, but you will need to
take the lead. Drag up that selfdiscipline! Tonight: At a favorite haunt.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You cannot hide from a difficult associate, no matter what you do.
Stop. Consider different alternatives that

might make a problem go away. Unleash
your imagination. You could gain financially through a talent or gift. Use all
your assets. Tonight: Talk with_aw, heeler
and dealer.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You have the spark that others lack. Don't be surprised if you are
everyone's Energizer Bunny today!

Consider what it will take to change your
direction. Make time for yourself and for
something special that you have wanted.
Your winning ways convince others you
are right. Tonight: Just ask.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
**** Your energy polarizes on the
topic of money. You won't let a good
idea evade you. Discussions in a morning
meeting
prove
to
be
fruitful.
Understanding what others want and
what they expect helps you clear the air_
Be honest about yourself Tonight:
Vanish as soon as you can.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your energy bnngs others
toward you. What someone thinks is a
whopper of an idea, you put a nix to
Handle this issue in the most politicallycorrect manner possible. You have what
it takes, especially in an afternoon meeting. Tonight: Turn away from work and
allow more fun in.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** What comes to you as a won-

derful idea early in the morning needs to
be explored. Check out new possibilities
by hopping on the Net, making calls and
brainstorming with those who understand the issue. Decide not to contribute
to office gossip. Tonight: Try a new type
of cuisine.
BORN TODAY
Artist Georgia O'Keeffe (1887), singer
Petula Clark (1932), actor Ed Asner
(1929)
*•
•

Announcing...

Nissan of Murray
is now open and ready to serve you.

NISSAN

*We will still special order merchandise at regular price during sale.
4110116111311*"..

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
HARDWARE DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St. • Murray
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 - 5:00, Sat. 7:30 - 3:00

800 CHESTNUT ST., MURRAY

753-8850
STOP BY AND SEE US!
(An Affiliate of Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury Inc.)

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: This may not be
a human health issue, but I am writing to describe a phenomenon that
may interest you.
My 13-year-old dog has been burdened all her life by many physical
maladies. A few months ago, 1 thought
she was at the end — not eating, barely moving, fur turning brown and
falling out, etc. My wife was fed up trying the many special diets recommended by vets, none of which helped.
(My dog wouldn't eat them anyway!)
So we decided to give the dog nonprocessed food — pretty much the
same as we eat, but without spices.
The diet of chicken, brown rice, and
fresh vegetables has turned our pet
almost back into a puppy. She frolics,
runs around the house, goes for walks
and plays ball, just as she did in her
younger days.
If un-processed food has brought
back the dog's health, I wonder to
what extent the over-processed food
we humans eat might be linked to
poor health.
DEAR READER: Your experience
certainly seems to show that
unprocessed food supplied some vital
nutrients and vitamins that the standard canine diet lacks. Not being a
veterinarian, I cannot comment on
this remarkable turn-about, but I
agree with you that humans would
probably benefit from more healthful_
food, such as low-fat meat, natural
grains and fresh produce. I am
appalled by the TV ads that encourage us to consume high-fat, low-fiber
fast-foods, which clearly contain
unnecessary calories and huge
amounts of cholesterol. One fast-food
chain, for example, heavily advertises
a greasy beef patty with cheese,
bacon, and heaven knows what else.
Mayonnaise perhaps?
I would like to hear from veterinarians about why your dog may have
responded so remarkably well to your

dietary program. What nutrients are
absent from pet food? What elements
in the "human diet" are particularly
beneficial? Should pet owners consider altering the types of diets their cats
and dogs consume?
Thank you for writing.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Here's a weird
question.
After suffering for two months with
resistant ear infections, my 10-monthold son underwent surgery to have
tubes inserted in both ears. After that,
the right ear healed completely, but
the left ear continued to drain despite
antibiotics. At that time, I noticed that
our dog insisted on licking my son's
left ear. I couldn't keep him away. My
son didn't mind. Two days later, during a follow-up visit, the doctor was
surprised to discover that the left ear
had also healed.
My question is: Could there have
been something in the dog's saliva
that cured the infection?
DEAR READER: Possible, but
unlikely.
Pus and the drainage from infected
tissue often has a sweet taste that animals find inviting. I suppose that this
is the basic genetic trait that enables
animals in the wild to lick their
wounds clean.
I believe the more likely scenario is
that the combination of pressureequalizing tubes and antibiotics did
the job quicker than the physician
predicted and that the dog's saliva
played no role whatsoever. Moreover,
such saliva is, as we all know, contaminated by bacteria — remember that
dogs clean themselves by licking.
Finally, I doubt that the saliva entered
the ear canal at all. If it had, it might
have caused further infection.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Ear Infections and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 94092-0167. Be sure to mention the
title.

DEAR ABBY: I will soon be 81.
My daughters are nurses. They
would like to create an anti-smoking poster to hang in every junior
and senior high school in the country.
On one side would be a photograph of me on a ladder, painting
my house. On the other side would
be a picture of my oldest sister, who
is 90, boarding a plane in Texas to
visit friends and family in New
England.
In the center would be a photo of
our middle sister sitting in a wheelchair in her nursing home, hooked
up to her 24-hour oxygen supply,
having returned from yet another
visit to the hospital with pneumonia
and congestive heart failure.
Across the bottom of the poster
in large letters would be: Guess
which sister smoked for 40 years?
GLAD I DIDN'T
IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR GLAD: I can think of
no more powerful anti-smoking
message. Read on:

LOOKING BACK

Tomorrow, Nov. 15, the American Cancer Society's Great
American Smokeout will mark
its 25th year. It grew out of a
1971 event in Randolph, Mass.,
in which Arthur P. Mullaney
asked people to give up cigarettes for just one day and
donate the money they saved to
a high school scholarship fund.
In 1974, Lynn R. Smith,
editor of the Monticello Times
in Minnesota, spearheaded the
state's first D-Day, or Don't
Smoke Day. The idea caught on.
On Nov. 18, 1976, the California
Division of the American
Cancer Society succeeded in
getting nearly 1 million smokers to quit for the day.
Over the past 25 years, there
have been dramatic changes in
the way society views tobacco
promotion and tobacco use.
Smoking is now forbidden in
airplanes, most public buildings
'and restaurants. Unfortunately,
an estimated 47 million adults
in the United States currently
smoke, and because of it,
approximately half of them will
die prematurely.
Lung cancer is the leading
cause of cancer death, and this
year alone, there will be
approximately 169,500 new
cases diagnosed. More than 80
percent of lung cancers are
thought to result from smoking.
So, Dear Readers, if you're
hooked on tobacco and have
been saying,"One of these days
I've got to quit," take my advice
— join the Great American
Smokeout and quit today!
For more information about
the Great American Smokeout,
call your local office of the
American Cancer Society or
(800) 227-2345, or visit the Web
site: www.cancer org.

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Karen
Chapman and Tom Tompkins who
were among the guests at Business
After Hours by Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce at
Diuguid Bed and Breakfast House.
Births reported include a boy to
Rhonda and James and Hunter and
a girl to Brenda and Bob McDaniel,
Nov. 6; a girl to Debra and Steve
Hardy, a boy to Connie and Dale
Bell, a girl to Sabrina and Frank
Street, a boy to Regina and John
Slaughter, a boy to Freddie and
Keith Oliver and_ a boy to Pamela
and Jonathan Driskill, Nov. 7.
Twenty years ago
Bids were opened Nov. 12 for
construction of the new Murray
Ledger & Times building, a 12,000
square foot brick and steel facility
at Glendale Road and Whitnell
Avenue. The new building will double the operational capacity of the
facility that burned Aug. 29, 1981.
Ann P. Wilson, Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk, has released the names drawn from the
jury drum in open court who are
summonsed to report for duty in
Calloway Circuit Court on Nov. 30.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Keel, Nov. 5.
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of Dan
Shipley, Calloway County 4-H
pr-efidenT; Maxine Stott, county
delegate, and Clair Eversmeyer,
area junior council sergeant-atarms, with Garland Bastin, 4-H
state program specialist, at an area
4-H workshop at Mayfield..
Roy A. Folsom of Murray

DEAR ABBY: I began smoking
when I joined the military at 17. It
was the cool thing to do. Movie
stars, athletes and even doctors
endorsed smoking in advertisements. Over the next 25 years, I
tried to stop but didn't have the will
power.
In 1977, my town sponsored a
health fair. I went and took a
breathing screening. I was told to
blow into a tube. The attendant
asked me to please blow harder
because I was barely able to move
the needle. Then she said, "I notice
you have a pack of cigarettes in
your shirt pocket." I was offended. I
felt it was none of her business —
but a seed was planted.
Three weeks later, the American
Cancer Society sponsored its first
Great American Smokeout, encour- I
CONTRACT BRIDGE
aging smokers to quit for at least
one day. I didn't smoke all day.
That night, I threw the rest of my
cigarettes away — and I haven't
smoked since. Quitting cold turkey
plays the nine. If East makes the
was the hardest thing I ever did, East dealer.
mistake ofplaying the queen,South
Abby. This year I'm proud to say I Both sides vulnerable.
easily makes three notrump.
NORTH
have enjoyed 25 years of smoke-free
Covering the nine with the
#K9
living.
queen allows declarer to make two
J 109
ENJOYING A
•K 107
heart tricks instead of one, and
HEALTHY RETIREMENT
South breezes home with nine tricks.
t/bQ 10 9 5 2
IN FLORIDA
EAST
The defense cannot recover once
WEST
the queen has been played.
DEAR ENJOYING: Thank
4 J 10 6 2
+ 7543
you for your timely letter.
But if East ducks the nine of
V A 86 2
•Q 7 5 4
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
•A 9 5
hearts (at the same time signaling
•6 4 3
with the seven to show interest in
+63
+A8
the suit), South must eventually
SOUTH
lose three heart tricks and the two
4 A Q8
Et LDfJIDI
minor-suit aces and go down one.
V K3
Ducking the nine violates the
•Q J 8 2
WHY WOULD ANYONE IN THE
WHY WOULD ANYONE IN THE
general rule of third-hand high —
74
+KJ
WORLD WANT TO wOQK FOR
WORLD
but the situation calls for it. East
The bidding:
AN OLD
WANT TO
North knows from the lead of the deuce
South West
East
GOAT LUKE
BE A
UETTER
J.C.
that West has precisely four hearts,
Pass
3 NT
1 NT
Pass
DITHERS?
CARRIER
leaving declarer with precisely two.
Opening lead — two of hearts.
A defender should not per- These can be either A-K,A-x, K-x or
mit himself to be governed by x-x.
In the first and third cases,
rigid rules. He should not always
return partner's suit; he should playing the queen costs a trick; in
not always play second-hand low the second case, East's play does
or third-hand high; he should not not matter because South scores
always cover an honor with an two heart tricks whatever East
honor. Rather, he should be pre- plays. The only time the queen play
pared to deal specifically with each gains is when declarer has x-x, but
Ack—r HIV
brand-new situation as it arises. this possibility is very remote, conWhat it really boils down to is that sidering that South opened the bid-THANKS! I
good defensive play is mostly a ding with one notrump.
I AM FUN!
I I AM WORM4 r
1 I Am BEAUTIFUL!
DON'T NEED
It therefore follows that playI CAN DRESS LIKE
I CAN PLA4 WITH
matter of plain common sense.
I CAN WEAR
ANN NEW
AN EQUESTRIAN!
SILL,-1 SEPARATES!
PLAID IN PUBLIC!
Consider this case where it ing the seven of hearts will, in the
CLOTHES, BUT
would be easy to go wrong. West long run, prove far more successful
I FEEL FABUleads a heart, on which dummy than playing the queen.
LOUS ABOUT
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IV1 1

A1NSELF f.

CROSSWORDS
35 Sheep's-milk
cheese
37 Joint
38 Comic-book
thud
39 Daydream
41 Mont.
neighbor
42 European air
hub
43 Intended
45 Corporate
exec
46 Dodge
48 Revealing
51 8 pts.
52 Knight's
attire
54 Mary —
Retton
55 Endeavor
56 Steadfast
57 Animal's
home

ACROSS

IFCO IFt EtETTER
THANKS FOR WALK!NIG ME
BACK lb 11-IE APARTMENT
I'M NOT CRAZy ABOUT
BEIN6 OUT ALONE
AT NI6I-ft

rW CO FtS

GEE-MS weiRD NOT To BE
\.i_IVIN6 HERE ANVMORE

ITS NOT LIOUR FAULT, LIZ
BESIDES,I'M IUST DOWN

II-1E HALL-AN' I'VE GOT

GORRV Wu HAD To
MOVE OuT

OWN PRIVATE. SPACE
NOW'

GARFIELD, YOU OAF'
THAT WAS MY FOOT
YOU STEPPED ON,

1 Yonder yacht
4 Pierre's coin
9 Purpose
iff? Turkish
official
13 Type of
eclipse
14 Dec.
neighbor
15 Blockage
17 Regain
energy
(2 wds.)
19 Kind of
storm, in
sci-fi
20 Kind of bull
21 Bowling alley
part
23 San Juan
loc.
24 Competition
27 Quiche
ingredient
28 Smear
30 Birthright
seller
31 Ozarks St.
32 Gives, as a
verdict
34 Size (abbr.)
2

DOWN
1 Actor Linden
2 Id's kin
3 Storming
about
4 Eggy dessert
5 Pirate's swig
5

3

6

7

GLOBSRUG
G
YEARSATA
A
FETCHED
✓ ER
A S A
O L1AF
A I T
J OYS;TH CK
PR
AEGIS
N
DUDES
W I ,G
REVUE
LONE
ERECT4) NG
S NUB
NCOS
BED
ECT
H OUSTON
SIA P
TUFWA
ATLAS CAM
TED
1-14 Ci 2001 United Feature Syndicate
6 Common
article
7 Golden State
valley
8 Crinkled
fabric
9 Wrist
opposites
10 Unlucky
gambler's
+10

8

11

14

13

.
17
1_ I ..
19
21
27

PEANUTS

31
35
39
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25
ill

•ill
ill

ill
ill

III

36

am•
is
•ii

k

a

ill

ill

51

52•
55

American Legion Post 73, has been
named a member of Membership
and Post Activities Committee of
American Legion by John H.
Griger, national commander.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Walston
were married 50 years Nov. 12.
Forty years ago
Hamp Wiggins Brooks, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Brooks, won the
state talk meet contest Nov. 13 at
the Kentucky Farm Bureau Convention at Louisville.
Approximately 125 students and
director, Kenneth Glass, of Baptist
Student Union at Murray State College are attending the Kentucky
Baptist Student Convention at First
Baptist Church, Bowling Green.
Mrs. Holmes Dunn and Mrs. L.J.
Hendon presented a lesson on "Social Security" at a meeting of Suburban Homemakers Club held at the
home of Mrs. Alvin McClain.
Fifty years ago
"Most of the flowers have quit
blooming for the winter, but we
have one left that for some reason is
still blooming. It did not freeze apparently," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams, publisher.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Scott,. Nov.
7
The three choirs of First Baptist
Church with Harry Hampsher as
minister of music will present a
service of praise and dedication
Nov. 20 at the church.
Mrs. John Ryan talked about her
travels in France at a meeting of
Murray High SchOol Chapter of Future Homemakers of America.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Nov. 14th,
the 318th day of 2001. There are 47
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred fifty years ago, on
Nov. 14th, 1851, Herman Melville's novel "Moby-Dick- was published.
On this date:
In 1881, Charles J. Guiteau went
on trial for assassinating President
Garfield. (Guiteau was convicted
.ind hanged the following year.)
In 1900. Composer Aaron Copland was born in New York City.
In 1922, the British Broadcasting Corporation began its domestic
radio service.
In 1935, President Franklin Roosevelt proclaimed the Philippine Islands a free commonwealth.
In 1940, during World War II,
German planes destroyed most of
the English town of Coventry.
In 1943, an American torpedo
was mistakenly fired at the U.S.
battleship lowa, which was carrying President Roosevelt and his
joint chiefs to the Tehran conference; the torpedo exploded harmlessly in the Iowa's wake.
In 1944. Tommy Dorsey and
Orchestra recorded "Opus No. 1"
for RCA Victor.
In 1969, Apollo 12 blasted off
for the moon.
In 1972. the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed above the
1,000 level for the first time, ending the day at 1,003.16.
In 1973, Britain's Princess Anne
married Capt. Mark Phillips in
Westminster Abbey.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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26

note
11 Baseball
award
16 Joltin —
DiMaggio
18 Talks wildly
20 Discreet
21 Springlike
22 Say yes
23 Reviews
harshly
25 Schnozrelated
26 Midriff
28 Tour — force
29 Droplet
32 More unusual
33 Realty ad wd
36 Docilely
38 Grills
40 Of ships
42 Poet's
contraction
44 -Quo Vadis?"
role
45 Astronomer
Sagan
46 Mil officer
47 Tolstoy title
word
48 Feathery
wrap
49 Negative
word
50 Fellow
53 "— Fair Lady"
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Judge uses humor to convey message
GALVESTON, Texas (AP) —
Woe to any attorney who suggests
that Galveston is just too far to
travel to appear before U.S. District
Judge Samuel Kent.
He's likely to suggest they find
any mode of transportation available, whether it be "plane, train,
automobile, horseback, foot, or on
the back of a huge Texas jackrabbit."
In his 11 years on the bench,
Kent has built a reputation for turning to humor, whether it be to instruct lawyers, cut tension during a
trial or reassure jurors they're doing a good job.
When East Coast attorneys
asked him to move a case from his
court because the Texas Gulf Coast
city lacks a commercial airport, he
denied the request, reminding them
the 50-mile highway from Houston
"is paved and lighted" and "the trip
should be free of rustlers, hooligans
and vicious varmints."
In the same order, Kent assured
the lawyers his courtroom "has got
lights, indoor plummin', lectric
doors, and all sorts of new stuff, almost like them big courthouses
back East."
- Kent,-52,--said he views humor
as a gentler, more effective way of
conveying his message.
"This_ is life. It's very brief,"
Kent said:It's-really importantlo
humanize this experience if you are
going to touch people in a real
way.
Still, Kent, who handles both
civil and criminal cases as Galveston's only federal judge, doesn't
want to be pigeonholed as the jurist
who issues wacky rulings. Of his
thousands of opinions and orders,

he says, most are "dry as toast."
To keep the 800 to 1,000 new
case filings each year from crippling his docket, Kent also became
a stickler for rules. He has been
known to fine attorneys $100 for
arriving late; $250 for failing to
show.
"It's real important that you boil
things down in his courtroom and
are familiar with all his rules," said
Doug Foote, a Galveston attorney.

"You have to cut the fluff out of
your presentation."
Andrew McClurg, a law professor at the Uoiyersity of Arkansas at
Little Rock, considers several of
Kent's rulings "hilarious," but even
he admits some "have crossed the
line in terms of persecuting lawyers." Several attorneys on the receiving end of Kent's biting prose
declined to comment.
But even Kent agrees that he oc-

casionally goes too far. Russell
Burwell, Kent's friend and another
Galveston lawyer, said attorney
foolishness "makes him impatient."
"And when he gets impatient,"
Burwell said, "that makes him mercurial."
A Civil War buff, Kent has
decorated his chambers with a
framed poster of the film "Gettysburg" and has stacks of books on
the subject. They share space with

a Homer Simpson doll and a small
statue of Alfred E. Neuman, the
gap-toothed hero from Mad magazine.
Kent acknowledges that little
about federal court is funny. Indeed, he has presided over plenty
of serious cases, including a school
prayer case from Santa Fe that
reached the Supreme Court last
year and an American Airlines antitrust case in 1993.

But he still finds plenty to make
him chuckle, such as receiving a
three-sentence letter from an 83year-old woman who criticized his
handling of the sthool prayer case
and described him with a misspelled obscenity.
"I think that is the greatest letter
that I have ever heard of in all my
life," Kent said, laughing. "She's
telling it like it is. You gotta take
your hat off to that kind of thing."

Spinach,
blueberries
help rats
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Studies
exploring the effects of specific
foods on the brains of animals
found that diets rich in spinach and
blueberries. may help-stave off agerelated declines in rats' mental
abilities.
Rats fed a diet rich in spinach
reversed a normal loss of learning
that occurs with age, according to a
study by researchers at the University of South Florida. The study
was presented at the Society for
Neuroscience's annual meeting in
San Diego this week.
Rats fed a normal diet that contained 2 percent freeze-dried spinach learned to associate the sound
of a tone with an oncoming puff of
air faster than those fed regular rat
chow, the study found. The test
measured the interval between the
sound of the tone and when the rats
blinked.
The experiment was designed to
test the ability to associate two distinct but related events, a skill that
has been shown to decline with age
in rodents, rabbits and humans.
Spinach is rich in antioxidants,
which scientists say can block the
effects of free radicals. Studies suggest the lifelong accumulation of
free radicals in the brain is linked
to mental declines in old age and is
also a probable factor in Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases.
"This is a preclinical finding of
significant interest that now needs
to be tested in humans," said Dr.
Paula Bickford of the University of
South Florida, an author of the
study.
Blueberries are also rich in antioxidants. A study by researchers at
the University of Houston at Clear
Lake and the Universidad Nacional
Autonoma de Mexico found that
blueberries may help fight age-related declines in rats' memories.
Aging rats that were fed a blueberry-supplemented diet for four
months tested as well as younger
rats in their abilities to recognize
objects after an hour. Aging rats
fed a normal diet failed to recognize the objects.
"This complete deficit was fully
alleviated by diet," said Dr. David
Malin of the University of Houston
at Clear Lake.
The brains of the rats in the experiment are being analyzed to determine whether blueberries slowed
brain degeneration.

Looking at our name, it's easy to see how
you could get the idea that we're the hospital
for Murray and Calloway County only.
But we aren't. Hospitals aren't created to
serve cities and counties. They're created to
serve people. And more and more, the people
we serve live far beyond our county line.
They live in Benton, where we built the
Medical Arts Building of Marshall County.
They live in Cadiz, where we partner with
Trigg County Hospital. They live in dozens
of rural areas that we reach through our

home health services. And soon they will
live in even more places. Because we're taking
healthcare to them.
But as we do that, just keep one thing in
mind: Our heart and soul and leadership
remain in Murray. Everything we do to improve
healthcare in other areas also improves the
quality of our care at home. Which means
additional specialists, better technology
and more services for everybody, no matter
where you live.
So not only are we taking healthcare to
new

places in Western Kentucky and

Northwestern Tennessee, we're taking it new
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